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PREFACE
ARMEN ASHOTYAN

RA MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE
Each era poses its own challenges, not only for individual countries, but also for humanity as a whole.
The crux of the challenges in the 21st century is to foster the creation of a knowledge-based society
that ensures a country’s place and stature in the rapidly changing global landscape. Today it is already an
indisputable fact that talent and knowledge are the main source of increasing prosperity in many countries.  
For countries like Armenia that have few natural resources, the most important resource for economic
development is well-educated, creative human capital, and the only way to secure this capital is by creating
a globally competitive education system, which is the goal of wide-ranging reforms currently underway
in this sphere.
We welcome the fact that this Report on Armenia’s competitiveness identifies education of highly qualified specialists as a critical need for Armenia’s economic development, for without a globally competitive
education system, a globally competitive economy is an impossibility.  
A recurring theme of the Report is the policy imperative that investments in human capital become a
high priority for Armenia, and I am pleased to note that the RA Government is already taking action to
pursue this goal.
I believe that the Report, with its thorough analysis of the current state of the Armenian higher education system and options for development, will serve as a solid basis for broad deliberations and future
strategic decision-making.    
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PREFACE
PEGOR PAPAZIAN

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE NATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
FOUNDATION OF ARMENIA
In 1930, in the final chapters of his book History of Education in Armenia, the California academic Kevork Safarian wrote about the state of the education system in the newly modernizing Soviet Republic of
Armenia. He documented the Republic’s energetic struggle to establish ambitious institutions aiming for
excellence in education, while at the same time achieving an equal level of basic literacy across the entire
population.  These concepts of excellence and equity are still at the core of education policy today and
they are fraught with hidden challenges. All too often, excellence is perceived as outstanding performance
in the form of special schools for the gifted and competition for olympiad medals, leading to a counterproductive brand of elitism.  And equity is unfortunately equated with uniformity, especially in the allocation
of resources, exacerbating the risk of systemic mediocrity and the difficulty of reaching globally relevant
benchmarks of quality in education.
The strategic interpretation of the concepts of equity and excellence is critical to making progress towards a more competitive education system. There are many countries in the world today which do not
have strong education systems yet enjoy high per capita incomes and the capacity to mobilize substantial
resources in a centralized manner.Their challenge is to maximize the impact of high levels of spending on
education. Armenia is not one of those countries. Our challenge is about cost effectiveness and maximizing
the impact of relatively limited resources through their non-uniform allocation. Armenia must deliberately
enter a period of differentiated development in order to create beacons of excellence networked into the
fabric of the education system as a whole.  And it must do so in the context of equitable policies, avoiding
the competing traps of elitism and uniformity.
The 2010 Armenia Competitiveness Report reflects a growing consensus around this new approach,
starting with higher education which lends itself most naturally to it. It is now clear to both society and
policy makers at all levels that Armenian education must strive for relevance in a global context and in
terms of national competitiveness. This means our highest performers must perform at an international
level of excellence in order for us to gain access to global networks and to compete on the only playing
field that is relevant today, the global one.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2010-2011, Armenia ranked 98 out of 139
countries, down one spot from the previous report. The report showed modest improvements in health,
education, and goods market efficiency, and declines in macroeconomic stability and financial markets.
The report concluded that the country’s advantages include its labor market regulations, tariff levels, and
ease of starting a business, as well as the low impact of disease, crime, and terrorism on business activities. Disadvantages include capital market development and factors affecting the competitive environment.
Meanwhile, the global economic crisis revealed that Armenia’s economy is more vulnerable to external
events than most peer and benchmark countries—and its recovery remains very vulnerable to global
economic processes that compound local economic problems. These problems include low and unevenly
distributed labor productivity, lack of economic diversification and overconcentration in construction and  
low productivity agriculture, declining imports of high-tech goods, rising dependence on resource-oriented
exports, inflation, and a growing external public debt.
Another crisis could have a much bigger impact on Armenia, which, arguably, no longer has the monetary
resources necessary to combat negative consequences.  What is needed is a national economic strategy
and a new model of economic development, one that can weather a variety of economic shocks, strengthen
microeconomic fundamentals, broaden job opportunities, enable labor movement into productive sectors,
and attract “knowledge-oriented” foreign direct investment. A cornerstone of the new economic model
is a globally competitive education sector, especially at the higher levels. Five groups of factors must be
addressed in transforming Armenia’s higher education sector: strategy, internationalization, leadership,
learning elements, and social values.
•

National Strategy. Armenia is undertaking intensive reforms necessary to join the European Higher
Education Area, and the Ministry of Science and Education is drafting a development strategy for
education. Initiatives necessary to meet development goals have yet to be stated clearly.

•

Leadership. Higher education in Armenia lacks the critical mass of progressive leaders who can
make breakthrough reforms and drive sector development. In universities, decision-making authority is concentrated at the highest levels of a hierarchical management structure. Strong leadership
and commitment will be necessary to improve higher education.

•

Internationalization/Mobility. Armenia does attract foreign students (in economic terms this is
“export of education”), and Armenian universities have been afforded opportunities to cooperate
with a number of reputable foreign institutions through international missions and cross-country
programs. The country’s university credit transfer system needs to be more flexible to support
student mobility.

•

Learning Elements. In certain fields Armenia has a legacy of world-class researchers and instructors—but in general the elements for learning are troubled. Problems include lack of resources for
basic and secondary education, unmotivated students without a career focus, aging faculty, limited
faculty development opportunities, outmoded teaching methods (rote learning is dominant), curricula unresponsive to external regulations and developments, and lack of interaction with industry
and research.

•

Social Values. Though Armenians have long venerated education and literacy these values are being
challenged in a society in which merit is not the norm and is not always rewarded in its own right.
Role models for youth openly question the worth and relevance of higher education.

Despite multiple challenges, higher education in Armenia holds promise, particularly from the perspective of economic competitiveness and as a path for achieving economic resilience. Our framework for
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strategic development of the higher education sector consists of a vision, deliberate alignment of higher
education with economic development, assertion of five competitiveness “imperatives,” and exploration
of two strategy options.
Vision. Higher education in Armenia should stand for nurturing and unleashing the talent of each individual to
participate in building a competitive economy.This suggested vision is based on two assumptions: each person
has certain talents and abilities, and national competitiveness is a function of individual competitiveness.
Alignment with Economic Development. As countries evolve from being resource-intensive to being
investment-driven, then to being innovative, their structural bases for competitiveness change. Development of the higher education sector should keep pace with general development as follows: create
absorptive capacity (resource-intensive), implant key trends (investment-driven), and compete on global
frontier (innovation stage).
Strategic Imperatives for Higher Education. The vision for the sector expressed above gives rise to
the following strategic imperatives:
1. Higher education should drive Armenia’s economic transformation.
2. Higher education shall be a critical element in the formation of internationally competitive clusters.
3. The pace of integration with the European learning environment must be harmonious with Armenia’s
internal absorptive capacity.
4. Internationalization of education shall be achieved whatever strategy is followed.
5. Armenia shall gradually integrate research with teaching in higher education.
Strategy Options. We propose two options for developing Armenia’s higher education sector. First, the
broad-based frontal attack strategy holds that sustainable change happens across an entire system and
takes a supply- or demand-driven approach, or a combination of approaches. The supply approach relies
on the government to influence quantitative and qualitative factors related to service supply.  The demand
approach stresses the contributions of government and the private sector based on the clearly formulated
requirements for graduates.
Second, the surgical strike strategy begins with least-resistance, high-impact interventions then scales up
across the entire sector and applies a flagship university approach or leverages existing centers of excellence in multiple universities. The rationale for the flagship university is that a leading university attracts
internationally competitive faculty and students and will enhance Armenia’s position in international
education markets.
In analyzing Armenia’s higher education sector in light of national competitiveness our goal is to initiate
open dialogue on improving education to globally competitive standards and to advance recognition that
this requires seeing human capital as an attractive and necessary target for investment in the coming years.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the release of last year’s National Competitiveness Report of Armenia (ACR), expectations for this
year’s report have been rising.The analysis of innovation in ACR 2009 sparked debate and formed part of
the intellectual framework necessary for stakeholders to come to grips with certain issues. ACR 2010
examines Armenia’s annual economic performance in an international context, benchmarking against CIS,
Eastern European, and “European crossroad” countries (mostly Middle Eastern countries); presents economic diversification indexes to explore the implications of diversification on performance; and, consistent
with our analytical framework, views that performance as a “consequence” of country-level competitiveness.
This year’s special theme, covered in chapters 3 and 4, is higher education. We explore the sector’s
status and prospects through the lens of national competitiveness and present a case for building a globally competitive sector to transform Armenia’s economy. Few analytical frameworks can fully grasp the
complexity of higher education, and the usefulness of any analysis depends on successfully applying the
tailored approach suggested by it. The analysis herein highlights the gap between the real and possible for
higher education in Armenia. In exploring strategic options for bridging that gap, we stress the need to
align higher education with development and competitiveness goals in general.
We expect that ACR will help raise awareness of the need to change policy priorities and to focus on
investing in human capital. We hope that it awakens society at large and decision-makers to the fact that
human capital is central to Armenia’s competitiveness. We hope also that it inspires movement from
notion to action on the education front, action necessary for Armenia’s stability, growth, and prosperity
over the long term.
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1. ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
There are two popular notions of how to measure prosperity. Some measure it on the basis of PPP adjusted GDP per capita and hold that any good, including education, becomes accessible if national income
is high enough to procure it. Others measure it on the basis of a comprehensive assessment of economic
well-being, pointing out that unsatisfactory human development in high GDP countries—especially oilrich ones—means that high GDP is not sufficient for development of social and economic infrastructure.
These competing notions raise a question: what are the foundations of prosperity? Why, for example,
do countries endowed with abundant natural resources experience “perfunctory” prosperity of limited
potential while the less endowed achieve unprecedented growth (e.g. Singapore,Taiwan, Hong Kong)? The
first group prospers on the basis of inherited and accidental factors, the second on the basis of productivity:
the effective and efficient use of scarce human and capital resources facilitated by optimal choices. Such
choices are facilitated by a national economic strategy supported by sound economic policies that serve
realistic goals, short term and long term. The strategy defines growth goals for specific sectors and how
finite resources should be allocated to meet those goals1. Based on Porter’s theory of competitiveness,
Figure 1-1 (below) summarizes these distinct prosperity models and provides a conceptual framework
for understanding prosperity in Armenia.2
As shown on the left side of Figure 1-1, the micro and macroeconomic competitiveness factors of business clusters spurs productivity through four “enablers”: domestic investment, outbound and inbound FDI,
imports and exports, and domestic innovation. Here, the enablers are leading indicators and prosperity a
lagging indicator. As shown on the right side of the figure, money inflows from endowments (e.g., natural
resources, geographic location, cultural heritage, historical legacy, Diaspora assistance) are channeled to
consumption, leading to short-term prosperity and “short circuiting” the creation and consolidation of
sources of productivity.

Armenia has sector strategies, largely supported and influenced by international donor organizations, but no
comprehensive strategy that would make it possible to coordinate those sector strategies.
1

See M.E. Porter’s The Competitive Advantage of Nations published (1990, The Free Press) and Competitiveness at the
Crossroads: Choosing the Future Direction of the Russian Economy (2007), written with C Ketels, M. Delgado, and R. Bryden.
2
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Figure 1-1. Conceptual Framework for Sustainable and Expanding Prosperity

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, M.E. Porter C. Ketels, M. Delgado, and R. Bryden (2007), EV Research Center

The causation shown in Figure 1-1 implies the following:
• To be prosperous a country should aim for a strategic constitution of the micro- and macroeconomic foundations of competitiveness.
• Developing and effectively managing productivity enablers is an inalienable part of the passage to
prosperity.
• A country’s inherited endowments should support the potential of productivity enablers rather
than short-term increases in consumption.

ARMENIA’S PROSPERITY
The recent recession has shown that Armenia’s economy is fairly agile in responding to global developments. Overall, in 2009, Armenia’s GDP per capita PPP (current international USD) declined by about 13
percent. At this point it may be very challenging if not impossible to forecast GDP per capita. Figure 1-2,
however, presents possible development trends from 2010 onward. Scenario 1 (fluctuating cycles) may
occur if economic fundamentals do not change; scenario 2 (sustained recovery and acceleration) may occur if an economic transformation strategy is realized. In fact, the path of GDP per capita will be similar
to the path of 2000-2010 with one fundamental difference: growth drivers will be based on sustainable
sources. This will hedge against sharp declines in case of external shocks.
In August 2009 descending GDP dynamics slowed and since the beginning of 2010 the trend has been
constantly positive (Figure 1-3). Monthly positive dynamics picked up in the first half of the year but
slackened from June onwards.
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Figure 1-2. GDP Dynamics and Economic Development Cycles

SOURCE: National Statistical Service of RA (NSS);World Bank (WB),WDI-Online; 2010 (last accessed October 2010), EV Research
Center

Figure 1-3. GDP Growth Monthly Dynamics, %, 2008-2010

SOURCE: NSS

We can use the generally positive GDP monthly dynamics of 2010 (up to September) to pinpoint a relatively disaster-free path. At the same time three threats to the future of the economy bear mention: the
persistent high dependence on imports, prolonged inflation, and a conspicuously growing external public
debt. In the pre-crisis period that debt amounted to about 13 percent of GDP but is now about one-third.
This suggests high risk for timely repayment and a need to refinance through new debt. Essentially, the path
will be conditioned by global economic developments and application of lessons absorbed by Armenia’s
economic system from the most recent economic crisis.
Figure 1-4 presents the variety of recovery patterns in benchmark regions in the post-crisis era. Armenia,
along with countries such as Ukraine, Lebanon, Latvia, and Estonia, suffered the biggest declines in real
GDP and recovery is slower there than in other countries. GDP forecasts for 2010 suggest two tiers of
recovery, with Armenia belonging to the slower tier.
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Figure 1-4. Comparative Decline and Recovery of GDP in Benchmark Regions, %,
2009-2010

Note: Group 1 countries are Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Iran, Israel and Belarus. The 2010 GDP growth forecast belongs to IMF.
SOURCE: International Monetary Fund (IMF); WB, WDI-Online; 2010 (last accessed November 2010)

The 2009 decline altered the mini-trend of the previous years in which Armenia had been catching up to
most benchmark countries in GDP per capita thanks to its higher real GDP growth rate.This confirms that
the foundations of Armenia’s economy are weak and distinctly more vulnerable to external developments
than most peer and benchmark countries. Thus, two factors must be carefully examined and rectified:
•

Armenia’s economic recovery is very vulnerable to volatilities caused by global economic processes
and local economic problems.

•

If there is a second global crisis, it could have a much bigger impact on Armenia, which, arguably,
no longer has the monetary resources necessary to combat negative consequences. Thus, the
Government of Armenia must develop a comprehensive transformation strategy.

ARMENIA’S PRODUCTIVITY
Armenia’s labor productivity lags far behind most similar countries.While an average employee in Armenia
produces goods and services worth 7,930 USD annually (see Figure 1-5), the average employee in Israel
produces goods and services worth 68,400 USD. As in most developing countries, labor productivity is
also unevenly distributed across sectors (see Figure 1-5). It is conditioned by the structure of the economy,
namely the growth sectors. Given NSS estimates of 2008 employment, formal and informal, the most productive sector is financial intermediation, real estate, renting, and business services (44,475 USD GDP per
employee, PPP), followed by construction. In fact, labor productivity in these two sectors is twice that of
the transport, communications, manufacturing, and trade sectors and seven times that of agriculture and
other sectors. In the meantime, only 11 percent of employees work in the top two sectors, which means
that most of the labor pool is engaged in low productivity work.
Figure 1-6 compares the labor productivity of relevant sectors of the Armenian economy with those of
Israel (a benchmark country). In comparison, Armenia’s labor in construction is the most productive,
with only 33 percent gap with Israel, while agricultural productivity is only 11 percent of that in Israel.
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Figure 1-5. Productivity by Sector in Armenia

Note: Since these are pre-crisis figures, the effects of the latter are neutralized.
SOURCE: NSS; WB, WDI-Online; Central Bank of Armenia (CBA); 2010 (last accessed August 2010)

Figure 1-6. Labor Productivity by Sector, Armenia Compared to Israel

SOURCE: NSS; Central Bureau of Statistics of Israel; Bank of Israel; WB, WDI-Online; 2010 (last accessed August 2010)

Improving sector productivity may require enhancing the capital formation base and reallocating emplo
yees to other sectors.While 38 percent of Armenian employees are engaged in agriculture, only 2 percent
are in Israel. The Government of the Republic of Armenia, therefore, should take steps to heighten labor
market absorption capacity and improve absorption tactics to minimize any negative social effects of labor
reallocation. One thing is clear: over the long run there is no alternative to improving the educational
system and broadening workers’ occupation opportunities.
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STATE OF PRODUCTIVITY ENABLERS
INVESTMENTS
Armenia has been investing in fixed capital formation intensively since 2002 (see Figure 1-7). The CAGR
of gross fixed capital formation for 2002-2008 was 46 percent, twice than that of gross fixed capital consumption and implying a rise in fixed capital stock. This net capital accumulation joined with upgrades in
skills and knowledge may be key to adding value and then increasing the pace of expansion in Armenia’s
economy over the long term.
Figure 1-7. Fixed Capital Formation and Consumption, current bln USD, 1992-2008

SOURCE: WB, WDI-Online, 2010 (last accessed August 2010)

FDI
FDI dynamics are very irregular across comparator countries. Armenia lags behind most comparators in
FDI stock as a percentage of GDP but is in relatively good standing in FDI as percentage from GDP, which
is cause for optimism (Figure 1-8).
Armenia’s FDI stock as percent of GDP increased from 29.6 percent in 2008 to 41.6 percent in 2009,
mainly because it managed to attract FDI even in a contracting economy. If this trend continues, FDI
could become a growth driver and improve competition, technological innovation, skills transfer, and job
creation. Creating more points of attraction (mainly in knowledge-intensive industries) can get Armenia
closer to the leading trio of Jordan, Lebanon, and Bulgaria. The positive correlation between FDI stock
and economic growth is well documented as is the relationship between FDI and standards of living in
emerging economies.
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Figure 1-8. FDI Performance in Benchmark Regions, %, 2009

SOURCE: UNCTAD, 2010 (last accessed November 2010)

In 2009, Russia was responsible for 53 percent of FDI inflows into Armenia (Table 1-1). FDI from Russia
declined by 46 percent compared to 2008, partly because a third player entered the communications
sector, perhaps signaling a new era of multi-source FDI. For example, in 2009 France was responsible for
27 percent of FDI—a 136 percent increase compared over 2008 (again, because of communication sector
developments). Note also the massive increase in Italian FDI—7,648 percent –due largely to investment
in real estate and construction. More than half of FDI in the 1998-2009 period was concentrated in public
utilities and communications (see Figure 1-9).
Table 1-1. Armenia’s FDI Distribution by Country of Origin
Country
Russia
France
Argentina
Italy
Germany
Lebanon
United States
Other
SOURCE: NSS

Share in Total FDI,
2009 (%)
53
27
7
5
3
2
2
3

FDI 2009
(US thousands)
384,831
197,421
48,258
33,480
19,358
13,549
12,983
22,238

Change 2009/2008
(%)
- 46
+136
- 45
+7648
- 18
+14
- 27
- 64
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Figure 1-9. Armenia’s FDI Distribution by Sectors, %, 1998-2009

SOURCE: NSS, 2010 (last accessed August 2010)

Although infrastructure is a precondition of general development across sectors, the main goal for Armenia
and FDI should be to gradually attract more knowledge-oriented investment.

EXPORTS
As shown in Figure 1-10, 2009 was an extremely hard year for the Armenian exports. Volumes declined
by more than 40 percent when compared to a similar period in 2008, with certain exports declining
precipitously: precious stones and metals (39 percent), equipment (48 percent), and textiles (63 percent).
By January 2010, exports had increased 58.5 percent when compared to the same period over the previous year and continued to increase every month. The more than 55 percent improvement throughout
January-June deteriorated to 44 percent in July-September as export volumes continued to normalize to
pre-crisis rates.
Figure 1-10. Export Dynamics of Armenia, %, 2008-2010 September

SOURCE: NSS
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Figures 1-11 and 1-12 present the distribution of Armenian exports in 2009 and the dynamics between
2008 and June 2010. Armenia’s major trade partners have remained the same since 2008. Russia’s trade
share has fallen steadily from 20.2 percent in 2008 to 15.4 percent in 2009 and to 13.9 percent in JanuarySeptember 2010—and Germany claimed the largest share (16.5 percent) of exports in 2009. The other
main EU exporters of Armenian goods also recorded a decrease in their weight of the total share. Netherland’s share decreased from 12.2 percent to 7.5 percent, and Belgium’s decreased from 8.5 percent to 6.7
percent. Some diversity in trade partners may be emerging as countries other than major trade partners
increased their intake of exports from 15.9 percent in 2008 to 22.9 percent in 2009. Such diversity could
mitigate trade risks in times of crisis.
Figure 1-11. Geographic Distribution of Armenia’s Exports, %, 2009

SOURCE: NSS

Figure 1-12. Dynamics of Geographic Distribution of Armenia’s Exports, %,
2008-2010 September

SOURCE: NSS
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The resource-dependence of Armenia exports continued increasing in 2009. The resource-intensity
indicator rose from 65 percent to 73 percent (Figure 1-13). This increase is among the highest in the
benchmarked region, which implies that other sectors of Armenia’s economy might have become less
competitive in global markets during the crisis period.
Products and services with high value-added are what make it possible to boost productivity and competitiveness. Therefore, the steady increase in resource dependence—from 61 percent in 2007 to 65
percent in 2008 and then to 73 percent in 2009—is evidence of the lack of value addition in Armenian
exports and of some concern. Armenia’s high-tech exports declined by 30 percent in 2009 (which is in
line with 34 percent decline of the total export value) (see Figure 1-14). Scientific instruments make up
nearly half of those exports. The value of high tech exports are about 1 percent in all Armenian exports.
Positive trends in the knowledge-intensive and IT sectors include support provided through the World
Bank’s Armenia E-Society and Innovation for Competitiveness project. This support promises gradual upgrade
and growth in the sectors and subsequent growth in export volumes.

Figure 1-13. Resource-Intensity of Merchandise Exports, %, 2009

Note: The size of the circles indicates the country’s overall export volume.
SOURCE: UNCTAD, 2010 (last accessed June 2010)
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Figure 1-14. Dynamics (1999-2009) and Distribution (2009) of Armenia’s High-Tech
Exports by Product Groups

SOURCE: UNCTAD, 2010 (last accessed June 2010)

IMPORT STRUCTURE
Import declines in 2009 were much milder than export declines (see Figure 1-15). Throughout JanuaryAugust 2009, imports of machines and other industrial equipment fell by 13.3 percent, and imports of
natural gas and other minerals declined by 23 percent, reflecting reduced energy consumption. Imports
of car and other transport equipment fell by 52.6 percent.  Armenia also imports from a variety of places,
which minimizes dependence on a single source country or region. The positive dynamics of imports
revived in 2010 and recorded 19.2 percent growth in the period of January-September (compared to the
previous similar period).
Figure 1-15. Import Dynamics of Armenia, %, 2008-2010 September

SOURCE: NSS

Countries that import large volumes of high-tech and capital goods are more likely to innovate and advance
economically; and countries that transform imported resources into value-added products are even more
likely to become competitive. From 2004 onward, Armenia radically increased its high-tech imports—partly
in response to intensive growth in the telecommunications sector (CAGR for 2004-2007 for high-tech
imports was 54 percent) (see Figure 1-16). Because of the global economic crisis high-tech imports have
been declining since 2008. If this decline continues the long-term development of Armenia could be at risk.
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Figure 1-16. Dynamics (1999-2009) and Distribution (2009) of Armenia’s High-Tech
Imports by Product Groups

SOURCE: UN Comtrade, 2010 (last accessed August 2010)

Between 2001-2009, Armenian high-tech exports and imports increased, albeit sluggishly (see Figure 1-17a).
Regionally, Turkey leads in both imports and exports of high-tech products and services while Georgia has
been increasing imports but experiencing a decline in exports. Azerbaijan has not had any weighty trend
development. How Armenia performs in the future will depend on the promotion of high-tech imports
and upgrades in the production and subsequent export of high value-added goods and services. Nearly all
benchmark economies have demonstrated a strong correlation between rises in high-tech imports and
exports and development (see Figure 1-17b).
Figure 1-17a. High-tech Import and Export
Figure 1-17b. High-tech Import and
Development Path of Armenia,Turkey, Georgia Export Development Path for Selected
and Azerbaijan (2001, 2005, 2009)
Benchmark Countries

SOURCE: WB, WDI-Online; UN Comtrade 2010 (last accesed
November 2010), EV Research Center

SOURCE: WB, WDI-Online; UN Comtrade (last accesed
November 2010), EV Research Center
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DOMESTIC INNOVATION
Armenia’s rankings on innovation went from 104 to 82 in the Global Innovation Index 2009-2010 (INSEAD
& CII, 2010)—largely, however, because of a change in methodology and use of up-to-date data rather than
momentous measures or improvements in Armenia’s economy (Figure 1-18).
Armenia performs relatively well on innovation output indicators, such as knowledge application, benefits
to social welfare, etc., suggesting that the scientifically talented are still  producing despite rapidly deteriorating input or environmental factors. Still, Armenia ranks below 100 in all areas: quality of educational
institutions, uptake and use of infrastructure, access to private credit, firm-level environment for innovation and the general environment for innovation, and openness to foreign and domestic competition.
Domestic innovation is faltering and threatens to impede international competitiveness.The consumption
and erosion of heritage and resources presents a menacing pattern that needs urgently to be addressed.
Figure 1-18. Armenia’s Innovation Performance and Innovation Scorecard

SOURCE: Global Innovation Index Report 2009-2010
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ENDOWMENTS
DIASPORA
The Diaspora can be viewed as one of Armenia’s most valuable endowments, one crucial to social and
economic life and a traditional source of vital monetary inflows. Since 2004, inflows of noncommercial net
private transfers have fluctuated between 11 percent and 13 percent of GDP and have had a big impact
on economic development, as well as serving as a major source of financing for Armenian imports (Figure
1-19). The monetary value of these transfers only fell in value in 2008-2009 as a direct consequence of
the global crisis (see Figure 1-20a) but as a percentage of net imports they had been decreasing steadily
throughout the 2004-2009 period, falling from 75 percent in 2004 to 36 percent in 2009 (Figure 1-20b).
This implies that increasingly prosperous Armenian households have been purchasing more consumer
goods using funds generated in the domestic economy—a positive trend.
Figure 1-19. Net Transfers (Non-commercial) of Individuals to Armenia,
2004-2010 September

SOURCE: NSS; CBA; 2010 (last accessed November 2010)
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Figure 1-20a. Net Transfers
(Non-commercial) of Individuals and Net
Imports Dynamics (2004-2010 September)

SOURCE: NSS; CBA

Figure 1-20b. Net Transfers
(Non-commercial) as Percentage of Net
Imports (2004-2010 September)

SOURCE: NSS; CBA

NATURAL RESOURCES
Natural resources are an endowment of Armenia, and vital to exports. Mining and quarrying, for example,
has grown rapidly in the recent years because of enlarged capacity and attractive export prices. Driven by
massive demand from China and India, the world has entered an era of high prices for natural resources.Yet
Armenia is not resource-abundant and should not rely on such prospects. In this regard, natural resources
will contribute to prosperity through the creation of high value-added products and increased productivity.
In addition to mining and quarrying resources, Armenia has considerable resources for hydroelectric
energy production. At this time, however, most energy is produced with fuel imported from the Russian
Federation, including gas and nuclear fuel. Strategically, Armenia’s energy sector possesses high capacity
for exports, as evidenced by the plan to build a second nuclear power plant with prospects to export
energy to Iran and Georgia.

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
Situated at the juncture of Western Asia and Eastern Europe, the Republic of Armenia is faced with the
considerable challenge of overcoming the economic consequences and harsh realities of its geopolitical
situation (e.g., borders with two of its neighbors are closed, which constrains exploitation of its location).
On the positive side, Armenia has been preparing to take advantage of its location. A planned upgrade in
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railway infrastructure is expected to facilitate the establishment and growth of transport communications
with neighboring countries; a massive Iran-Armenia railroad worth 1.8 billion USD is expected to enable
use of alternative railroads to transport energy resources and other commodities; and the first phase of
construction for the North-South Road Corridor will begin in 2011.This last project will bring the country’s
roads up to European standards and could enable further integration of Armenia into regional developments.Time will tell if Armenia can or will take the steps necessary to turn its location into an advantage.

CULTURAL HERITAGE
Armenia has a rich cultural heritage (including three UNESCO World Heritage sites), and a massive
stock of cultural values and historical locations and monuments. Its major points of tourism attraction
are religious, historical, and cultural, but conditions are favorable for ecotourism as well. The recent Tatev
Revival Project (implementing the world’s largest passenger aerial tramway) documents the untapped
capacity of Armenian tourism. To become a truly strong destination, Armenia needs to upgrade its leisure
and tourism infrastructure and reduce the relatively high price margins that can deter growth during
global economic crises.

DIVERSIFICATION
The global crisis has focused attention on Armenia’s economic diversity, or lack thereof. Export diversification is very poor when compared to the country’s relatively diversified imports (Figure 1-21). Like
many developing countries, Armenia seems to be struggling to expand and diversify its exports beyond
primary products. A diversified portfolio would help minimize volatility in export earnings (Samen 2010),
3
boost overall growth, reduce dependence on a few source countries or regions, and help mitigate the
effects of any uncompetitive trade practices or adverse consequences of future global crises. Armenia’s
economy is also less diversified than most benchmark countries (Figure 1-21), a vulnerability that could
prove disastrous during a global crisis. Countries less diversified than Armenia include those with a bulky
volume of natural resources (e.g., Azerbaijan, Russia, Kazakhstan, Egypt).
Figure 1-22 suggest room for debate about the benefits of diversification versus growth. It appears that
countries with a similar pattern of GDP concentration experienced a variety of real economic growth
in 2008-2009. For example, Armenia with 31 percent GDP concentration recorded a 14 percent real
GDP decline; Egypt (33 percent GDP concentration) achieved 5 percent real GDP growth; and Azerbaijan
(59 percent concentration) grew 9 percent. Bearing in mind that some concentration is inevitable in the
hydrocarbon economies mentioned above, Armenia’s high concentration may lead to volatile growth and
fluctuating economic cycles—and even structural unemployment and systemic risks.  A lack of diversification
does not automatically cause a sharp decline during an economic crisis. Economies concentrated in oil are
normally better off (in case of high prices for resources).  Armenia’s deficiency has been its concentration
in construction, which is not a resource sector.

Traditional Armenian exports are very vulnerable to exogenous shocks and demand for them is limited because
of low income elasticity and declining terms of trade.
3
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Figure 1-21. Export/Import Diversification and GDP in Benchmark Regions, 2009

Notes: Group 1 countries are Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, Slovenia, Estonia, Poland and Jordan.
Diversification is calculated as
, where “s” is the share of the given sector/commodity group in total, “n” is
the number of sectors.
Import and export diversification is calculated based on 21 commodity groups.
GDP diversification is calculated based on 15 sectors.
Data for Serbia as of 2007.
SOURCE:  WB,  WDI-Online; UN Comtrade; national statistical offices of benchmark countries; 2010 (last accessed September 2010)

Throughout most of the 2000s Armenia steadily increased concentration in construction and agriculture.
By 2008 construction had a 28 percent share of GDP and construction and agriculture together held
an unsustainable 46 percent of GDP (Figure 1-23). A similar trend is evident in the overall economic
diversification index, which is calculated on the basis of 15 sectors. For Armenia, real estate has been the
sector most vulnerable to economic shocks. Apparently, Armenia entered the crisis in a state of great
dependence on vulnerable activities; the crisis aftermath helped restore some balance to the economy.
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Figure 1-22. Real GDP Growth and GDP Concentration in Benchmark Regions, %, 2009

Notes: Group 1 countries are Moldova, Montenegro, Hungary, FYR Macedonia and Slovenia.
Concentration is calculated as
number of sectors.

, where “s” is the share of the given sector/commodity group in total, “n” is the

SOURCE:  WB, WDI-Online; national statistical offices of benchmark countries; 2010 (last accessed September 2010)

Figure 1-23. Dynamics of Concentration in Armenia’s Economy, %, 2005-2009

*The square root of normalized Herfindahl index. Diversification calculated on basis of 15 sectors (NACE 1.1).
SOURCE: NSS
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That construction has such a large share of the economy has implications for sustainability. First, all of
Armenia’s sectors are less productive than construction (Figure 1-24).
Figure 1-24. Gross Value Added (Construction and Total) in Benchmark Regions, 2008

Note: Data for Serbia as of 2007
SOURCE: WB, WDI-Online; NSS, 2010 (last accessed September 2010)

Per capita gross value added in Armenia’s construction sector has been nearly 4.5 times the level typical of
a country with comparable per capita total gross value added (e.g., Georgia and Bosnia and Herzegovina).
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Second, that construction is still the most productive sector in Armenia is due to the other sectors having larger gaps in productivity. It is therefore urgent to make other sectors more attractive to investors
in order to facilitate productivity increases and balance the economy.
Figure 1-25 presents in monetary terms the GDP dynamics of 2008-2009, contrasting the immense
downslope of construction with other sectors. It also presents proportions of GDP decline, showing that
construction accounted for more than 75 percent of the decline followed by taxes plus FISIM less subsidies (16.65 percent). The impact of construction dwarfed other declines (e.g., industry at 7.39 percent),
again showing that unsustainable construction developments cause shocks in the general economy that
jeopardize long-term growth.
Figure 1-25. GDP Dynamics (2008-2009) and Contribution to GDP Decline (2009)
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In 2010, sector shares of gross value added shifted noticeably to services while shares of other sectors,
like diamond cutting, textiles and construction, declined (see Figure 1-26).
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Figure 1-26. Gross Value Added by Sectors, %, 2010, January-September
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In modernizing its economy, Armenia needs to diversify output and input distributions and encourage
labor and capital to move into productive sectors. Productivity and competitiveness can be raised through
strategic investments, including enlarged human and financial capital, technology, and knowledge to embrace innovation.

NEED FOR A NEW MODEL OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
The recent economic crisis has made it clear that Armenia needs a national economic strategy and a new
model of economic development, one that can weather a variety of economic shocks. A sound macroeconomic environment is necessary but not sufficient because microeconomic fundamentals are a key driver
of sustainable national prosperity. The economic “enablers” discussed earlier nurture the processes by
which productivity grows; however, the heart of productivity is creating and/or upgrading viable economic
clusters to achieve distinct and sustainable competitive advantages.
Cluster policies are the key to a truly transformative economic strategy. The latter implies that all crosscutting policy measures are integrated and synchronized with cluster priorities and goals—especially with
regard to innovation, government procurement, and regional development.
Cluster strategies can first be applied in high potential sectors about which policymakers have a broad
consensus—such as IT/engineering services, tourism, health care, and food processing.The government has
already started to initiate and facilitate strategic investment in some of these areas (e.g.,Tatev Revival and
Nuclear Medicine projects of the National Competitiveness Foundation of Armenia, Gyumri Technocity,
National Science Lab in Yerevan Physics Institute, WB supported technological competitiveness project).
These isolated initiatives should be incorporated into a cohesive and integrative policy framework aimed
at specific cluster developments.  That framework should be anchored in a core value proposition that
Armenia can promote internationally.  As there is no alternative to unique human capital as the nexus
for such a value proposition (advocated in ACR 2008), creating a globally competitive educational system
is imperative. In later chapters, we explore the status of higher education in Armenia and options for its
development.
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2. COMPETITIVENESS PERFORMANCE
Armenia was ranked 98 out of 139 countries in the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Re4
port (GCR) 2010-2011, down one place from the previous report. Though Armenia’s overall ranking has
not changed much, the Global Competitiveness Index estimated by the score increased 9 percent in the
2010-2011period.The gap between Armenia’s GCI score and the best recorded performance in the GCR
has decreased significantly, from 44 percent in 2005 to 31 percent in 2010.The gap between Armenia and
average performance has stabilized at 10 percent. See Figures 2-1 and 2-2.

Figure 2-1. GDP Dynamics and Global Competitiveness Rankings in Armenia, 2005-2010

* IMF forecast
SOURCE: NSS, World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005

This slight decline is partly due to the report’s expansion of the pool of observed countries from 133 to 139.
Armenia’s rank among the 133 countries observed in 2009 improved from 97 to 94 in 2010.
4
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Figure 2-2. Armenia’s GCI Gap from the Best and Average Performance Indicators,
2005-2010

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, EV Research Center

The 2010-2011 GCR report revealed modest improvements and some shortfalls in Armenia’s competitiveness indicators (See Table 2-1). Scores and rankings on health, education, and goods market efficiency
improved, but faltered on macroeconomic stability and financial markets. Here, lower scores reflect the
impact of the global economic crisis and the deep national recession. Scores on the macroeconomic
indicator, for example, decreased by 12 percent and the ranking fell by 46 points. Such fluctuations are
attributable to unfavorable developments in public debt, the state budget deficit, and inflation. Scores and
rankings for innovative capacity and market size also worsened.The score for infrastructure development
rose but not enough to improve ranking, which fell by 9 places.
Table 2-1. Changes in Competitiveness Pillar Rankings, 2009-2010

Pillar

Rank

Score

2010

2009

Change
(points)

2010

2009

Change
(%)

Institutions

97

95

-2

3.50

3.49

0.2

Infrastructure

90

81

-9

3.46

3.25

6.5

Macroeconomic stability

99

53

-46

4.23

4.78

-11.5

Health and primary education

93

97

4

5.37

5.00

7.4

Higher education and training

91

96

5

3.66

3.46

5.7

Goods market efficiency

113

116

3

3.72

3.65

1.7

Labor market efficiency

47

47

0

4.61

4.61

0.0
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Rank

Pillar

Score

2010

2009

Change
(points)

2010

2009

Change
(%)

Financial market sophistication

110

97

-13

3.60

3.79

-5.2

Technological readiness

108

105

-3

2.96

2.86

3.5

Market size

116

109

-7

2.50

2.69

-7.1

Business sophistication

109

112

3

3.33

3.35

-0.7

Innovation

116

108

-8

2.63

2.71

-2.9

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center

Armenia’s top ten competitive advantages and disadvantages remain almost unchanged in the current GCR.
The country’s advantages include its labor market regulations, tariff levels, and ease of starting a business,
as well as the low impact of disease, crime, and terrorism on business activities. Disadvantages include
competitive environment factors and the development of capital markets. See Table 2-2.
Table 2-2. Armenia’s Competitive Advantages and Disadvantages, 2010
Rank

Advantages

Rank

Disadvantages

1

Business impact of malaria

138

Effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy

1

Malaria incidence

136

Intensity of local competition

21

Redundancy costs

134

Government procurement of advanced tech products

22

HIV prevalence

133

Extent of market dominance

31

Business costs of crime and violence

131

Financing through local equity market

32

Business costs of terrorism

131

Venture capital availability

33

Hiring and firing practices

131

Protection of minority shareholder’s interests

34

Number of procedures required to start
a business

130

Efficiency of corporate boards

35

Trade tariffs

130

Quality of management schools

39

Nature of competitive advantage

129

Foreign market size index

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010

In the previous GCR Armenia had been entering a new level of competitiveness, but GDP contraction
in 2009 pushed the country back into the transition from factor-driven to efficiency-driven competitiveness. GCR 2010-2011 revealed no significant changes in the performance of CIS countries. See Table 2-3.
Table 2-3. Competitiveness Performance in CIS Countries and Georgia, 2009, 2010

Country

Rank
2010

Rank Change 10/09 (points)

Score

Among GCR
2010 Countries

Among GCR
2009 Countries

2010

Change
10/09 (%)
+1.35

Armenia

98

-1

+3

3.76

Azerbaijan

57

-6

-6

4.29

-0.23

Georgia

93

-3

0

3.86

+1.31

Kazakhstan

72

-5

-4

4.12

+0.98

Kyrgyz Republic

121

+2

+7

3.49

+3.87

Russian Federation

63

0

0

4.24

+2.17

Tajikistan

116

+6

+10

3.53

+4.44

Ukraine

89

-7

-5

3.90

-1.27

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center
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On nearly all indicators, Armenia lags behind the average performances of EE, CIS, and EC countries,
with its performance closest to the CIS average (see Figure 2-3). Armenia outperforms observed peer
regions only in the flexibility of its labor market regulations. EE countries have recorded the best average
performance on most indicators.
Figure 2-3. Competitiveness Stance of Armenia, CIS, EE, and EC countries, 2010

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, EV Research Center

With few exceptions, the dynamics of all pillars are synchronized across these three regions. For example,
scores on infrastructure, health and primary education, higher education and training as well as technological readiness improved in all three, while scores on goods market efficiency, labor market efficiency,
financial market sophistication, market size, business sophistication, and innovation decreased (see Figure
2-4). Different dynamics are at play with regard to macroeconomic stability and institutions. Rankings for
macroeconomic stability improved for CIS and EE countries but worsened for EC countries and Armenia.
Only the EE region strengthened its position in institutions against the deterioration in other compared
regions.
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Figure 2-4. Changes in the Global Competitiveness Indicators by Score %, 2010/09

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center

MACROECONOMIC FOUNDATIONS
Macroeconomic performance varies across countries in the region. Armenia dropped 46 places in the GCR
2010-2011 rankings on macro stability, and Georgia dropped 13 points. Armenia’s volatile performance is
associated with brisk changes in its main macroeconomic indicators: substantial GDP contraction, rapid
inflation, a rising budget deficit, and rising external public debt. Azerbaijan’s macroeconomic stability is
supported by high GDP growth that endured the global economic recession.
In the 2001-2008 period, Armenia had a stable macroeconomic environment and improving indicators for
public finance (see Figure 2-5). The state budget deficit was less than 2 percent and external government
debt had fallen to 12 percent of GDP by 2008. The economic recession of 2009 dramatically changed
the macroeconomic landscape. As state revenue declined the government implemented an expansionary
policy to address the threats of the crisis, and the budget deficit rose from 1 percent to 8 percent of
GDP. In addition, external government debt rose by more than 75 percent in 2009. By World Bank definitions, Armenia is no longer a country of low-indebtedness; as of June 2010, external government debt
comprised one-third of GDP. Most of that debt comes through multi- and bilateral donor loans offering
privileged conditions.
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Figure 2-5. Performance of Armenian Public Finance, 2001-2009

SOURCE: NSS, CBA

The interest rate spread has been fluctuating around 10 percent since 2009. As of the third quarter of
2010 it was 9.5 percent due to a slight decrease in the average lending rate. Since 2009 consumer lending has been restrained by the financial policies of commercial banks and the tough risk requirements
imposed by sector regulations.
Inflation stabilized in 2009 then consumer prices increased substantially in 2010. In the January-September
period prices rose by about 8 percent compared to the same period in 2009. Inflation was driven by high
food and non-food prices at global markets, the impact of anti-crisis expansionary policies (fiscal, credit,
and money), and negative expectations associated with currency devaluation. Currently, the Consumer
Price Index is regulated by strict monetary policy. See Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6. Consumer Price Index Changes, 2008-2010 (cumulative, %)

SOURCE: NSS

Armenia’s budget deficit, interest rate spread, and credit rating are the most worrying aspects of its macroeconomic environment. All related indicators worsened in the GCR 2010-2011, with public finances
experiencing the worst backsliding. The rising deficit and external debt are the result of expansionary
fiscal policies intended to combat the effects of the crisis. In 2010 the course of these policies has been
reversed, but it will take more than a year to restore performance to pre-crisis levels.
Table 2-4. Macroeconomic Stability Performance, Regional, 2010
Rank

Change
10/09 (points)

Score

Change
10/09 (%)

Armenia

99

-46

4.23

-11.5

Georgia

130

-13

3.26

-13

Azerbaijan

12

+15

5.62

6

Country

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center

INSTITUTIONS
Armenia’s political environment has stabilized as tensions between the newly formed government of 2008
and its opponents have abated. Radical opponents continue to pursue their agenda for regime change but
the internal political landscape remains relatively calm.
In 2009, frozen diplomatic relations between Armenia and Turkey were put up for discussion and, with
the help of international mediators, two protocols on the establishment of Armenia-Turkey diplomatic
relations were signed. Local opposition and the Diaspora strongly disapproved of rapprochement with
Turkey. Despite pressure by mediating superpowers, the process has been stalled since April 2010 and
the protocols remain “on paper” only.
In the GCR, Armenia fares well with regard to several aspects of its political institutions. Local businessmen
tend to see government policymaking as transparent and government spending as goal directed. Though
still unsatisfactory, indicators of public trust toward politicians and favoritism in government decisions have
improved. Meanwhile, Georgia has significantly improved its performance on political institution indicators
(e.g., diversion of public funds, wastefulness in government spending, burden of government regulations). In
contrast to both Armenia and Georgia, Azerbaijan is ranked quite high on trust towards politicians, which
perhaps reflects its monolithic power structure.  Azerbaijan also fares well on the burden of government
regulations indicator.
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Overall, Armenia significantly lags behind Georgia and Azerbaijan on other institutional indicators (see
Table 2-5). Its current advantage lies in the low impact of crime, violence, and terrorism. Disadvantages
include poor corporate management as measured by the efficacy of corporate boards, protection of
minority shareholders’ interests, and the ethical behavior of firms—scores for all these indictors have
worsened in the current GCR.
Table 2-5. Institutional Performance, Regional, 2010
Rank

Change
10/09 (points)

Score

Change
10/09 (%)

Armenia

97

-2

3.50

0.24

Georgia

69

3

3.87

1

Azerbaijan

71

-16

3.86

-7

Country

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center

A major issue for Armenia’s political institutions is the high level of corruption influencing decisions and
fostering favoritism in nearly all socioeconomic sectors. The role of bribes in Armenia’s economy is reflected in its significantly falling position on the Corruption Perception Index of  Transparency International.
Meanwhile, Georgia has recorded remarkable improvement on this indicator. See Table 2-6.
Table 2-6. Ranks and Scores on Corruption Perception Index, 2009
Rank (180 countries)

Score 2009
(1-10)

2009

2008

Armenia

2.7

120

109

Georgia

4.1

66

67

Azerbaijan

2.3

143

158

Country

SOURCE: Transparency International, 2009, 2008

NATIONAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
FACTOR CONDITIONS
On infrastructure development Armenia ranks 90 out of 139 countries in the GCR—a drop of 9 places
despite a slightly improved score (see Table 2-7). Georgia and Azerbaijan rank higher, though Azerbaijan
recorded a notable decrease in its infrastructure performance.

Logistics Infrastructure
Significant investment by international donors has long fuelled road infrastructure development in Armenia. Since 2008, the railroad network has been managed by South Caucasus Railways, which has invested
significantly in system development and is planning to finance large-scale projects in Armenia. Positive
sector developments are reflected in the GCR.  Armenia’s rank on quality of railroad infrastructure rose
from 82 in the previous study to 79 in GCR 2010-2011. Planned improvements include expansion of the
transport network in the country, establishment of transport communications with neighboring countries,
and development of an Iran-Armenia railroad, the budget for which is an estimated 1.8 billion USD.
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Table 2-7. Infrastructure Performance, Regional, 2010
Rank

Change
10/09 (points)

Score

Change
10/09 (%)

Armenia

90

-9

3.46

6

Georgia

73

-1

3.75

4

Azerbaijan

76

-18

3.69

-9

Country

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center

Communications Infrastructure
The market for telecom and Internet services is thriving in Armenia. Market liberalization created a
competitive environment that has fostered sector development. Large-scale investments have greatly
expanded the range and quality of IT and telecom services; and on the GCR indicator of “mobile penetration” Armenia improved its ranking from 123 in 2008 to 81 in 2010. France Telecom is the most recent
major entrant in the mobile services market. The Internet is rapidly becoming available throughout the
country and Armenia’s ranking on the GCR indicator of “Internet penetration” has improved accordingly.
Since the end of 2009 all mobile operators have been providing Internet services in Armenia, significantly
expanding the market.

Administrative Infrastructure
In the World Bank’s Doing Business2011 report,Armenia is ranked 48 out of 183 countries on ease of doing
business, a fall of four places but still quite good (see Table 2-8).  Armenia’s comparative advantages are
registering property, ease of procedures necessary for starting and closing a business, and getting credit.
Despite remarkable improvement in the indicator of trading across borders, the enabling environment
for foreign trade and tax mechanisms are still problems. Georgia has the most favorable environment for
doing business in the region, thanks in part to intensive reforms.
Since 2010 Armenia’s administrative infrastructure has been supplemented with an e-government system
that will be expanded in 2011. E-signatures, electronic tax reports, electronic registration for licensing, and
other electronic transactions are expected to minimize bureaucracy and reduce opportunity for corruption.
On the Heritage Foundations’ Index of Economic Freedom Armenia ranks 38 out of 179 countries.
Armenia is considered most effective in government spending and ensuring supportive fiscal, trade and
business environment.Weaknesses include corruption and some issues involving property rights registration. See Table 2-9.
Table 2-8. Armenia’s Doing Business Rankings, 2011
Attribute

Armenia

Georgia

Rank

Change

Rank

Ease of doing business

48

-4

Starting a business

22

-2

Dealing with construction
permits

78

Registering property
Getting credit

Azerbaijan

Change

Rank

Change

12

1

54

1

8

-2

15

2

-6

7

0

160

-3

5

-1

2

0

10

-2

46

-2

15

15

46

-2

Protecting investors

93

-1

20

21

20

0

Paying taxes

159

-2

61

0

103

4

Trading across borders

82

21

35

-4

177

1

Enforcing contracts

63

-1

41

0

27

0

Closing a business

54

-5

105

-9

88

-3

SOURCE: WB, Doing Business Report 2011
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Table 2-9. Economic Freedom Index Rank and Scores, 2010
Rank (179 countries)

Score (1-100)

Score Change
2010/09

Armenia

38

69.2

-0.7

Georgia

26

70.4

0.6

96

58.8

0.8

Azerbaijan

A r m e n i a ’s S c o re s o n Te n E c o n o m i c Fre e d o m s
Business freedom

83.4

Investment freedom

75

Trade freedom

80.5

Financial freedom

70

Fiscal freedom

89.3

Property rights

30

Government spending

90.9

Freedom from corruption

29

Monetary freedom

72.9

Labor freedom

70.6

SOURCE: Heritage Foundation, 2010, 2009

Capital Markets
GCR 2010-2011 assessed the performance of financial markets as strikingly worse, especially in Armenia
and Georgia (Table 2-10).  Armenia’s rank on financial market sophistication fell by 13 places to 110 out
of 139 countries.  Access to long-term financing and equity financing are still major issues for Armenian
companies. Rankings for availability and access to financing through the local equity market (131), loans (124),
and venture capital (131) are very low as is the ranking for financial services availability and affordability.
Table 2-10. Financial Market Development Performance, 2010
Rank

Change
10/09 (points)

Score

Change
10/09 (%)

Armenia

110

-13

3.6

-5

Georgia

108

-13

3.6

-5

Azerbaijan

71

-5

4.1

-2

Country

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center

Certain pending reforms should have a positive effect on Armenia’s financial markets. Car insurance (insurance of civil liability of vehicle owners) will become obligatory in January 2011 and should double the
market for insurance services. Other reforms for pension funds and capital markets are being discussed.
Accumulative system of pension funds is being elaborated. Given these initiatives, prospects for long-term
expansion of Armenia’s capital markets are quite promising.

Labor
Armenia’s labor market regulations and practices remains one of its prime competitive advantages. In
GCR 2010-2011, Armenia is ranked 47 out of 139 countries on labor market efficiency thanks to low
redundancy costs, liberalized hiring and firing regulations, and relatively high levels of female participation in
the work force (Table 2-11). Reliance on professional management remains very low, which partly explains
Armenia’s low ranking on sophistication of business management practices.
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Table 2-11. Labor Market Efficiency Performance, 2010
Country

Rank

Change
10/09 (points)

Armenia

47

0

Georgia

31

Azerbaijan

25

Score

Change
10/09 (%)

4.6

0

-14

4.75

-3

-12

4.82

-5

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010, 2009, EV Research Center

Unemployment has increased slightly. According to formal statistics the unemployment rate decreased
from 8.2 percent in 2008 to 6.9 percent in 2010, but the estimated real non-formal unemployment rate
is probably much higher. Formal statistics recorded only a 0.6 percent rise in unemployment in 2009 yet
the impact of the crisis is considered to be much more significant, especially in sectors hard hit by the
recession, such as mining and construction. Several mines did not conceal the ongoing layoff as a result
of decreased activities.
Figure 2-7. Dynamics of Remuneration and Unemployment Levels in Armenia, 2005-2009

SOURCE: NSS

Remuneration levels vary significantly by sector.  Average salaries in the financial intermediation sector
are 300 percent higher than average remuneration in the country as a whole (Figure 2-8). In 2008, the
next highest compensation levels were observed in the economy’s most productive areas: mining and
construction. Salaries are lowest in the social and health services sector and the fishing sector. Salary gaps
between the state and private sector are also significant. On average, employees in state organizations
have salaries 46 percent lower than their counterparts in private enterprises.
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Figure 2-8. Average Nominal Monthly Salaries by Sectors Compared to Total Average, %,
2008
Total average monthly salary
Financial intermediation

317%
208%

Mining and quarrying
Construction

136%

Social service activities

66%

Health and social work

65%
56%

Fishing, fish-breeding
0%

50%

100%

150%

200%

250%

300%

350%

Note:  The figure presents sectors with highest and lowest average salary levels.
SOURCE: NSS

DEMAND CONDITIONS
Low income levels and living standards imply relatively unsophisticated demand conditions. For example,
56 percent of household expenditures are for food, significantly more than in many peer countries5 (see
Figure 2-9). Household expenditures for services go largely to communication, transport, and financial
services; on average, only 5 percent of income is spent on educational services in Armenia (see Figure
2-10). GCR ranks Armenia low on demand factors. In addition to unfavorable ranking by market size,
Armenia’s rank on customer orientation is 134 and on buyer sophistication 75. See Tables 2-12 and 2-13.

The share of food products in Armenia’s consumption basket decreased by about 5 percentage points from 2004
to 2008.
5
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Figure 2-9. Structure of Household Expenditures in Armenia, %, 2004, 2008

SOURCE: NSS

Figure 2-10. Structure of Service Consumption in Armenian Households, %, 2008

SOURCE: NSS
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Table 2-12. Ranks and Scores on Buyer Sophistication and Customer Orientation,
Regional, 2010
Buyer Sophistication

Country

Customer Orientation

Score

Rank

Score

Rank

Armenia

3.38

75

3.49

134

Georgia

3.17

87

3.68

127

Azerbaijan

3.83

41

4.19

102

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010

Table 2-13. Rankings on Competitive Environment, Regional, 2010
Attribute

Armenia

Azerbaijan

Georgia

Intensity of local competition

136

134

124

Extent of market dominance

133

106

113

Effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy

138

129

135

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010

CONTEXT FOR COMPETITION
With market liberalization and improving market conditions, competition has been intensifying in various
sectors in Armenia. The market for telecommunications, for example, has developed rapidly because the
sector’s competitive environment has compelled improvements in service range, quality, and price stability.
The Commission for the Protection of Economic Competition is responsible for monitoring markets and
regulating monopolistic dominance; most initiatives, however, have yet to be enforced. In recent years the
Commission has tried to penalize local “privileged” businesses for unfair competition, but penalties were
not an efficient means for improving the competitive environment.
According to GCR the perception of local businessmen towards the effectiveness of market regulations
even worsened compared to the previous year.

SUPPORTING INDUSTRIES
The existence and level of development of business and industry clusters is an indicator of business sophistication. Both Georgia and Armenia are ranked low on sophistication and Armenia ranks very low on
all indicators of cluster development: quantity and quality of local suppliers, state of cluster development,
availability of R&D services, and value chain breadth (Table 2-14).
Table 2-14. Rankings on Business Sophistication, Regional, 2010
Attribute

Armenia

Azerbaijan

Georgia

Local supplier quantity

110

95

137

Local supplier quality

116

102

131

State of cluster development

124

88

98

Local availability of R&D services

124

66

125

Value chain breadth

121

53

93

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Despite a continous rise in salaries, pensions, and social transfers, social tensions in Armenia deepened after
the economic crisis.  Social improvement programs are not sufficient to combat fundamental problems
and are not well integrated with general policies of economic development.

LIVING STANDARDS AND INEQUALITY
Before the crisis poverty was steadily declining in Armenia, with severity and the poverty gap decreasing
notably in 2008. Of the 23.5 percent of the population classified as poor, about 3 percent are classified as
extremely poor. Poverty rates and the number of the extremely poor are higher in urban areas. Among
the poor, the average sized family has 4-5 members.
Armenia is not usually perceived as a meritocratic society, but poverty indicators show a strong correlation between education and living standards. While the share of the poor that is highly educated is low,
the percentage of higher-educated persons living below the poverty line is significant. Even as poverty has
declined income inequality has deepened. In 2008 the Gini coefficient rose from the previous year’s 0.37
to 0.39 (see Figure 2-11).
Social sector financing is channeled to social support, health, and education. About 16 percent of the
population are pensioners. Pension levels are periodically increased. At the same time the pension age
has been raised.
Household incomes come mainly from salaries, though a significant share of per capita income—18  
percent—comes from various types of social transfers. In 2008 the share of social transfers in per capita
income increased by 4.5 percentage points from 2007. See Figure 2-12.
Figure 2-11. Social Development Indicators in Armenia

Note: NSS has adopted a new methodology on the calculation of the poverty indicators. For this reason, the data for 2009 is not
yet available.
SOURCE: NSS
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Figure 2-12. Structure of Income per capita in Armenia, %, 2008

SOURCE: NSS.

SOCIAL SECTOR COMPETITIVENESS
All countries in the region recorded improved performance in health and primary education. Armenia’s
comparative advantages in health are the low prevalence and low impact of diseases, such as HIV and
malaria, on business activity. Higher education has also improved in Armenia, but the education sector as
a whole still has many weaknesses. Local businesses are especially dissatisfied with management schools,
research services, and training services, which are either unavailable or of low quality. They also see staff
training as weak. A more detailed analysis of higher education is provided in Chapter 3.
Table 2-15. Rankings on Health and Primary Education and Higher Education, Regional,
2010

Country

Health and Primary Education

Higher Education and Training

Rank

Change 10/09
(points)

Rank

Change 10/09
(points)

Armenia

93

4

91

5

Georgia

73

5

90

-6

Azerbaijan

83

13

77

-5

SOURCE: World Economic Forum, 2010
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3. COMPETITIVENESS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
Armenia’s higher education sector has undergone considerable reform but still lacks a clear development strategy, one integrated with the country’s strategy for achieving economic competitiveness. While
it is worrisome that not all major stakeholders have acknowledged the need for the sector to become
globally competitive, more and more of the sector’s “constituency” have. Given the relationship between
competitiveness and education, this third national report on competitiveness maintains that Armenia’s
economic model for the future should be predicated on the development or localization of human capital,
which, in turn is predicated on the existence of a thriving system of education.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES BASED ON HUMAN
CAPITAL
Armenia’s new economic model should be built on three competitive advantages that together can give
the country a unique position in the world economy. These advantages—knowledge, network, and ethics—will be nurtured by and contribute to the development of human capital (see Figure 3-1).
Figure 3-1. Competitive Potential Synchronized with Human Capital Development

Knowledge advantage

Network advantage

Competitiveness
nexus of Armenia
Ethics advantage
SOURCE: EV Research Center

Other countries enjoy one or two of these advantages, but to offer a unique value proposition Armenia
must leverage a combination of all three. The general quality of education and a developed university
system will be central to this leveraging.
Knowledge. Cultivating this advantage requires providing each citizen an opportunity to  develop his or
her talent and reservoirs of knowledge in keeping with market trends.This advantage builds on Armenia’s
national disposition in favor of education.
Network. The Diaspora is the core of Armenia’s network advantage. Properly approached, it will enable
Armenia to tap into the teaching and scholar resources of leading academic institutions in various countries
in order to upgrade local systems and stimulate reciprocal flows between systems.  
Ethics. Ethical business practices are intrinsically culture-specific and hard to replicate. Educational institutions should strive to ingrain in students Armenia’s unique cultural and spiritual heritage, reconcile
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dissonant interpretations of national values, and give students the wherewithal to remain ethical in the
workaday world where unethical practices may prevail—or values championed in classrooms will be little
more than rhetoric.

WHY MAKE HIGHER EDUCATION COMPETITIVE?
Realizing this new economic model requires upgrading Armenia’s higher education system to globally
competitive levels. Doing so will in itself offer at least four benefits:  
Ability to Independently Cultivate a Talent- and Knowledge-based Economy. Having an economy
based on human capital is the best guarantee of sustainable long-term growth. The shift towards a new
economic system in which talent and knowledge drive growth requires recasting how Armenians are
educated. A knowledge-based economy is always rooted in excellent local institutes of higher education
and a solid educational base, not just imported educational services.
Ability to Attract and Retain Talent. Once Armenia improves its system of higher education it will be
able to attract talented people to—and back to the country, reversing the brain-drain trend. This will, in
turn, advance the introduction of technological innovation.
Ability to Offer Higher Education Services Globally. Rapid technological progress in the education
sector means services can be readily traded across borders. Given Armenia’s limited natural resources and
physical infrastructure, it should seize the opportunity to position itself as a provider of good educational
services in the global marketplace.
Ability to Meet National Security Needs. Human capital is also important to national security. International military systems, for example, are shifting their evaluative focus from quantitative to qualitative
indicators of development. And in given today’s unfavorable geopolitical conditions, a research-intensive
defense industry is that much more urgent for Armenia.
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INSERT 3-1. SYSTEMIC APPROACH TO SECTOR
DEVELOPMENT
Human capital development is influenced not only by higher education but also by primary schooling,
religious institutions, the media, and the army—and each of these social institutions shapes the others.
For example, what is currently taught in Armenia’s primary schools does not contribute to what is necessary for students to flourish at a university. Here, the challenge—and opportunity—is to devise a policy
and mechanisms for ensuring that primary and higher education systems nurture each other and do not
stand in isolation.
Or consider the historically and socially significant role of the national church of Armenia, particularly
when the country was part of a foreign empire and the church shouldered many responsibilities ordinarily
assumed by national government. After decades of Soviet rule and the undermining of the church’s role,
Armenia can transform the church’s participation in education from formal to active. Religious knowledge
must be addressed in the context of the strengthening Armenia’s national identity.
The media shape perceptions about institutions, including higher education. Contemporary technologies,
such as the internet, have already affected the content and delivery of education (e.g., distance learning
through open courses) and social media applications are expected to further transform higher education worldwide. Armenia’s institutes of higher education should strive to use such technologies to their
advantage.
In other countries the military and higher education enjoy mutually beneficial relationships, but poor decisions and a lack of strategic action have stymied such relationships in Armenia. In fact, higher education
has become a means for escaping military service. Here, the challenge is to transform the military from
something that distorts to something that supports the educational system, such that the two systems
become mutually beneficial.  
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ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Having presented the case for improving higher education, we now attempt to describe the root causes
of the current gap between ambition and reality. Cause and effect analysis, however, can be quite abstract
as many factors—with very complex interrelationships—influence higher education. Our framework
identifies broad layers of influence on an integrated platform, grouping factors into three domains: microenablers, macro-enablers, and societal values (see Figure 3-2). Macro and micro enablers are distinct in
their units of analysis (e.g., a system versus a system’s elements, such as universities and individuals). Our
goal is to identify major issues that cause the gap between vision and reality and then map relationships
between those issues.

Figure 3-2. Framework of Analysis of Higher Education Sector

MACROVIEW
Unit of analysis: SYSTEM

Unit of analysis: UNIVERSITIES,
INDIVIDUALS

Micro Enablers

MICROVIEW

Macro Enablers

Context of Development

SECTOR PERFORMANCE

SOURCE: EV Research Center

DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
Armenia’s education system has been shaped by several major influences or “waves” (Table 3-1). The
6
intensity of these waves has varied in changing economic environments. The impact of traditional and
Soviet waves has weakened over the past two decades while the impact of transition, reform, and global
waves has strengthened. Globalization and local reform waves are expected to continue to dominate the
local environment. Looking forward, the reform wave coupled with the more modern waves are likely to
exert the most influence on education as legacy Soviet systems recede from memory.

6

A complete characterization of the waves is presented in the Appendix.
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Table 3-1. Key “Waves” Influencing Development of Armenia’s
Education Sector
Until 1990
Wave

Direction

Pace

Traditional Decreasing

Moderate

Soviet

1990-2000
Direction

Pace

Direction

Pace

After 2010
Direction

Pace

Accelerated Decreasing

Accelerated Stable

Moderate

Accelerated Decreasing

Moderate

Moderate

Decreasing

Accelerated

Transition

-

Increasing

Accelerated Stable

Moderate

Stable

Decreasing

Reform

-

Increasing

Accelerated Increasing

Accelerated Increasing

Accelerated

Global

-

Stable

Moderate

Accelerated Increasing

Accelerated

Increasing

Decreasing

2000-2010

Decreasing

Increasing

SOURCE: EV Research Center

OVERVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
In Armenia, higher education is comprised of general, professional, and vocational education. Any post
secondary study that provides the student with a profession is considered professional education.Vocational
and life-long learning institutions are more narrow in scope and at present have relatively less impact on
the economy. In 2009, only 8,600 students graduated from specialized secondary schools—three times
less than graduated from institutes of higher education.
Five causative factors influence the status of the higher education: social values, national educational stra
tegy, sector internationalization, sector leadership capacity, and learning elements. Each group has a critical
factor or “pressure point” that can cause qualitative change. The critical factor for national strategy is
university competition landscape, for internationalization collaboration with international universities, for learning
elements faculty, for leadership university leadership and for social values dominant role models. See Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3. Root Cause Map of Armenian Higher Education Sector

The orange-shaded cells refer to the main groupings of causes. The red-shaded cells are critical factors in each grouping.
SOURCE: EV Research Center
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MACRO ENABLERS
National Strategy
National Strategy for Higher Education
The Law on Education adopted in 1999 marked an attempt at sector decentralization and liberalization
but did not express a distinct strategy for development. It was more a requirement of the time to deliver
a formal paper on sector regulation. Initiatives proposed in the law were fragmentary and not enforced.
The sector will benefit from articulation of a clear vision, strong policy, and firm commitment to development. Fortunately, the Ministry of Science and Education is drafting a development strategy. In its present
incarnation, the position paper presents long-term sector development goals, but the initiatives necessary
to reach those goals need to be specified unambiguously.
Strategy Linkage with Other Sectors
The development and operation of higher education in Armenia is not sufficiently linked to other economic
sectors and their development policies, or to curriculum development in schools.
Sector Competition
Armenia’s higher education system consists of 63 public and private institutes. First established in 1991,
private universities expanded the sector, populating it with many fledgling institutions. Demand for private
education was driven by a mass of students ready to pay for accessible and undemanding study. Over the
past few years demand has diminished and there are 20 percent fewer schools now than in 2003.
Despite a large number of players, the sector lacks an efficient competitive environment. First, compared
to the private universities, the state universities are privileged—providing substantial tuition subsidies
and exemptions from army service for students. Second, Armenia is not big enough to afford several universities competing in each discipline so a few have become monopoly providers of education in certain
disciplines. Third, five universities dominate the sector by virtue of their scale of enrollment.7 The smaller
schools have correspondingly limited capacities and infrastructure development opportunities. As a result
many universities (mostly private) have become “retail outlets” for diplomas and forego competing on the
basis of quality. Forth, Armenian HEIs do not track their performances by international rankings, citation
indices, the statistics on the career development of the graduates and other comparative indicators, which
usually drive competition among universities. Finally, the minimal connection with the global education
market means the local market is a captive one. The vast majority of high school graduates cannot afford
to study abroad so local universities are complacent.
Reform Context
Armenia is undertaking intensive reforms through the Bologna process in order to join the European
Higher Education Area. Enforcement of reforms, however, is questionable. Often the universities are unable to keep pace with reforms and changes are mere formalities with little impact on content. In addition,
there is little awareness of the content of ongoing reforms.
Quality Standards
Given Armenia’s commitment to the Bologna Process and the publication of guidelines, criteria, and standards of quality assurance for Armenian tertiary education, the commitment to establishing standards for
higher education appears to be sincere.
In November 2008, the National Center for Professional Education Quality Assurance was established to
work with universities to improve quality assurance (QA) and establish QA mechanisms. The center has
tested QA at all state and about five private universities and is developing a QA strategy and standards.
Direct coordination with universities will begin in 2011.The assurance process will be on a five-year cycle
and will consist of an institutional audit beginning in 2012 and program accreditation beginning in 2013.
Yerevan State University has 17,550 students, followed by the Armenian Pedagogical University (13,250) and State
Engineering University of Armenia (11,030). Information on enrollment is from the universities’ information centers.
7
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The goal of accreditation is to secure recognition in the European area.
The ANQA is providing technical assistance and capacity building on how to improve the performance of
a university on the basis of international standards; and the World Bank is helping to establish a system
of internal QA. In the past, universities simply compiled technical reports about performance but new
self-assessments are expected to delve into programs, curriculum, professors, instructional methods, etc.
The universities and the National Centre of Quality Assurance are working together in this regard but
internal QA will likely not be fully operational for some time.
In addition, university associations could become important elements in QA cycles, but no such professional associations operate in this area in Armenia.
Demand-supply Mismatch
Armenia’s educational services market is disconnected from the labor market. Incentives for many specializations, even in areas of high demand in the private sector (e.g., IT, business services), are missing.The
universities simply provide education in specializations for which there is funding, so they are unable to
provide the labor market a consistent supply of high-quality graduates. Consider, for example, that teaching
institutes produce the highest numbers of graduates each year, while official statistics indicate that teachers have one of the highest shares in unemployment (more than 8 percent from the white collar cohort
of unemployed).8 A survey of Armenian engineering companies reveals a significant gap between industry
requirements and the quality of engineering programs.  About 80 percent of companies are dissatisfied
with the practical knowledge of graduates and more than half of surveyed executives find graduates’
theoretical knowledge, even in basic sciences, insufficient.9
What is needed is better information on the labor market, policies that promote economic growth and
labor absorption, and more academic counselors to advise on career choices or act as liaisons between
industry and educational institutions.
Financing
Public Financing

In most European countries funding of higher education is dominated by the state. In Armenia the state
contributes about 15 percent of funding while state funding is above 40 percent in OECD countries and
nearly 100 percent in Germany, Finland, and other countries. In Armenia, the state allocates about 13
percent of total expenditure to the education sector as a whole – quite high indicator among the benchmark countries. That share increased significantly in 2006-07, but was curtailed in 2009. Allocation for
higher education comprises only 6 percent of the education expenditure and a negligible share of GDP.
See Figures 3-4 and 3-5.

  Information from the State Employment Service Agency, Ministry of Labor and Social Issues. The classification of
unemployed by specialization does not correspond to the generally accepted specialization classifications. Moreover,
the statistics don’t reflect the real unemployment situation in Armenia.
8

9

Survey of Armenian Engineering Companies, 2010, Economy and Values Research Center.
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Figure 3-4. Education Expenditure as % of Budget and GDP, 1990-2009

SOURCE: NSS

Figure 3-5. General and Higher Professional Education Expenditures as % of GDP,
1990-2009

SOURCE: NSS

Public expenditure on education reflects a sector’s place in national strategies for development (Figure
3-6). At the same time, expenditure levels may be only one source of support. For example, in Japan and in
South Korea the sector enjoys a high level of state attention and policy but the private sector dominates
10
financing of tertiary education (68 percent and 79 percent, respectively).
10

OECD Statistical Database, last accessed December, 2010
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Figure 3-6. Public Expenditure on Education

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database

Figure 3-7. Per Pupil Public Expenditure on Tertiary Education as % of GDP per Capita

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database
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In Armenia the absolute level of education expenditures is paltry and accounts for just 3 percent of GDP.
Among benchmarked countries the spread between the highest and lowest expenditure as percent of
GDP per capita is significant, ranging from 8 percent to 43 percent. Croatia, Moldova, Czech Republic, and
Serbia have very high shares of GDP invested as public educational expenditures.
Private Financing

Private sources—mainly students and their families—contribute significantly to financing higher education
in Armenia. While public expenditure amounts to only 0.4 percent of GDP (the average in OECD countries
is 1 percent), private expenditure amounts to 0.6 percent of GDP, higher than in OECD countries (0.5
percent). In comparison to other countries, private enterprises and industry contribute little.
University Funding

University funding consists largely of tuition paid by students. On average, more than half of the total income
of Armenian universities (about 50 percent at SEUA and AUA, 65 percent at YSU) is generated from tuition
fees (not subsidized by the state). State universities get about 25 percent to 30 percent of their financing
from the state budget.The structure of university funding is quite different in other educational systems with
11
considerably lower shares of tuition fees in the university budget. Root problems include the following:
•

•

•
•

Low Level of State Participation. Public universities are afforded some privileges to compensate
for the low level of state financial support. In recent years, those privileges have included waiving
military conscription duties for a certain number of students and subsidizing the fees of some
new students.
High Administrative Costs. Administrative expenditures are very high in Armenian universities,
which are burdened by a bloated bureaucracy (approximately one administrative worker for each
professor—at YSU the ratio is at 1.3). Meanwhile, the ratio is about 0.3 to 0.4 in most European
universities (0.34:1 Sweden, 0.41:1 Norway, 0.47:1 UK, etc).
Low Linkage with Research. Financing of higher education is detached from research. For this
reason research activities in universities are very limited.
Narrow Income Base. Universities have limited sources of income as defined by legislation.
Improvement of the sector’s regulatory framework could significantly expand the income base.
Currently, universities cannot rent out their facilities to generate revenue.

Fees and Access

Armenia’s fee system for higher education is depicted in Figure 3-8. Fees are mainly paid by students. The
government finances education costs of only one-fifth of students and only in state universities.The balance
of state/private funding is almost the same in Yerevan and Marzes. The financing of the students is solely
on the basis of merit. Students exempt from payment also receive scholarships. Very few foundations or
donor organizations grant scholarships for study in Armenian universities.
Figure 3-8. Fee System of Higher Education Institutions in Armenia

For the sake of comparison, this figure is 20 percent at Loyola University Chicago, 12 percent at Duke University,
21 percent at Bristol University, and 18 percent at Glasgow University.
11
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Figure 3-9. Number of Students by State-funded and Paid Education, 2009/10
HEIs

State

State-funded
education

Private

Paid education (by
students and donors)

Paid education (by
students and donors)

SOURCE: NSS

Internationalization
Mobility
Student mobility was a key issue addressed by the credit transfer system. Though this system is already
operational in universities, mobility mechanisms remain somewhat inflexible: students have few opportunities to change their specialization or to take courses in two universities toward a single degree. Several
international programs, such as Erasmus Mundus, are expected to improve the regulatory environment
and foster mobility.
Collaboration
With the help of international missions in Armenia and cross-country programs, Armenian universities have
had opportunities to cooperate with reputable foreign universities. The mobility scheme of the Bologna
process has established partnerships between Armenian and other universities that usually result in student
exchanges. As of 2009 Yerevan State University had signed 162 foreign cooperation agreements, with 25
percent becoming operative. Each year, about 24 percent of academic and administrative staff, 5 percent
of postgraduate students, and 1 percent of other students visit foreign institutes (in private universities
percentages are much lower).According to the best estimates, only about 1 percent of Armenian students
undertake undergraduate, graduate, or post-graduate studies each year at foreign institutes, including those
students participating in international exchange programs. This ratio has changed little since 2000. Of the
observed countries, Slovakia and Albania have the highest gross outbound enrollment rate.
Higher Education Export
The mobility of the students as a result of open university systems is a policy highlight of the ongoing Bologna reforms. Reforms are expected to have a considerable influence and over time change what we see
in Figure 3-10. On a positive note, the inbound mobility rate (showing the share of international students
in local educational institutions) is quite high in Armenia. Despite a slight decrease since 2000, Armenia
occupies a leading position in the benchmarked region on this indicator. The biggest share of foreigners
in tertiary education system is observed in the Czech Republic. This indicator can be misleading given the
small absolute number of students in some countries and the consequent high percentage of foreigners.
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Figure 3-10. Ratio of Students Studying Abroad to Those Enrolled in Tertiary Institutions
at Home, Most Recent Data Available

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database

Figure 3-11. Ratio of Students from Abroad to Total Number of Students Enrolled in
Tertiary Institutions at Home, Most Recent Data Available

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database
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The absolute number of international students hosted by a country indicates leadership in educational
services. The top 20 countries in education “exports” are presented in Figure 3-12. The gap between the
United States and other countries is significant. Russia hosts the most international students compared
to other benchmarked countries, but those students are mainly from former Soviet countries and Eastern
Europe. Other benchmarked countries are positioned at the bottom of the top 20 list.
Figure 3-12. Education Export by Number of Students

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database

About 4 percent to 5 percent of students enrolled in Armenian universities are foreigners, mostly Diaspora
Armenians from Georgia, Iran, and Russia. Another major portion comes from India to study medicine
and a smaller number to study engineering in Armenia (Figure 3-13).
Figure 3-13. Nationality of Foreign Students in Armenia

SOURCE: NSS
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The vast majority of foreign students in Armenia study at the Medical University. A significant portion of
entrants to Slavonic University (25 percent) are foreign, mainly of Russian descent.
Country Image as Education Provider
The World Economic Forum, summarizing the results of its annual Executive Opinion Survey, provides a
comprehensive country-level ranking of educational systems. As shown in Figure 3-14, Armenia appears
very noncompetitive even among benchmarked countries.
Figure 3-14. WEF Ranking on the Quality of Educational System, 2010-2011, Score, out of 7

SOURCE: WEF 2010-2011

Armenian universities are not yet ranked by other reputable organizations, such as Times Higher Education
World University Rankings and the Academic Ranking of World Universities (Shanghai Jiaotong University).
Brain-drain
Brain drain—the one-way flow of human resources to foreign countries—happens when high quality
professionals have no incentive to stay and work in country. Armenia has suffered a high level of braindrain that has created a uniquely valuable but latent resource: the human capital network of the Diaspora.
This network is in nearly all developed countries and every field of study and realm of business. While
largely untapped at present, if put into action, the Diaspora could drive development and catalyze a flow
of knowledge and technologies back to the country.

MICRO ENABLERS
Leadership
Public Policy Leadership
Strong leadership and commitment will be key in improving the educational system. There is a need for a
critical mass of forward-looking leaders who can make breakthrough reforms and drive sector development. What is first needed, though, is a consensus on the vision for sector development.
University Leadership and Management
Top and middle administrators are key players in Armenia’s hierarchical and centralized universities,
where decisions are concentrated at the top. Many leading universities have incorporated new management practices, but, judging by corporate standards, these practices have not yet entered the fabric of
university administration.
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Strategic Planning
Inadequate management has led to insufficient strategic planning. The State Engineering University of Armenia was the first to publish a five-year development plan. As of 2010 all universities are creating such
plans, but few are using modern forecast and projection tools.

Learning Elements
Incoming Students
The knowledge and skills of high school graduates are the basic foundation upon which universities operate. Unfortunately, because of shortcomings in the general schooling system, many students are not ready
for higher education. Root problems include lack of resources for basic and secondary education and
unmotivated students lacking any career orientation. Remedial programs are rare and university acceptance
rates have risen substantially—the result is mass mediocrity in universities.
Faculty
There are not enough new teachers to replace universities’ aging faculty. Improving faculty quality is difficult
given limited incentives, low pay, and pay raises dictated by long service rather than success in teaching or
research. Market forces, which would naturally reward good performance, are seldom used to determine
pay in higher education.
Teacher evaluation mechanisms are being instituted at leading universities.The quality of teaching staff has
been so far monitored by polls among students at YSU. To date, citation indices have been rarely used to
evaluate a professor’s quality. Even if a professor’s work is assessed, the results are not applied to improve
the quality of teaching.
Nevertheless, a legacy of world-class researchers and instructors in certain fields and the inflow of a few
enthusiastic young instructors can be effective cornerstones in upgrading the entire system.
Instructional Methods
Faculty must be well qualified and highly motivated. In general, observed teaching methods in Armenia
are often outmoded. Rote learning is common, with instructors doing little more in the classroom than
copying their notes onto a blackboard. These passive and static approaches to teaching offer little value
in a world where creativity and flexibility are at a premium.
Programs and Curriculum
University curricula are often rigid, and the educational programs are not modular. Electives are sparse
due to the lack of specialists, and students do not have a chance to pick specializations after entering the
university. Often, curricula are not responsive to external regulations and developments. In this regard,
competency-based curricula must become a policy priority. More informed young educators, especially
those who have studied abroad and returned and constitute a portion of the junior instructors in the
universities, are leading efforts to upgrading Armenia’s curricula.
Evaluation Mechanism
Student evaluation mechanisms exist in the process of reformations in Armenian HEIs. The system of
intermediary exams has shifted towards the evaluation of knowledge by credits. While universities have
so far undergone the technical part of reforms in evaluation, the reinforcement of these changes is yet
to be implemented.
University Infrastructure
In many institutions students face challenging conditions: overcrowded classrooms, inadequate library and
laboratory facilities, distracting living conditions, and few, if any, services. The financial constraints in most
universities are making conditions even worse. Capital and operating budgets are poorly coordinated.
Major new facilities are built, but then have no funds for operation and maintenance. Other problems
include the following:
• Land Endowments. Most universities are in congested central parts of the city. Consequently, the
university areas are busy with traffic and future opportunities to expand are diminished.
• Property Endowments. State university buildings are owned by the state and the universities may
not sell or rent real estate, limiting flexibility in property management and preventing exploration
of possible revenue streams.
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Textbooks. Lack of resources for textbooks and other study materials is a big problem; for example,
limited access to foreign modern literature is affecting the curriculum.
Housing Property. Few universities have facilities to host students from other countries and cities. This affects local students as well, as many from outside the capital city must rent apartments.
Laboratory Facilities. Laboratories have been frozen in time since the collapse of the Soviet system.
The universities have contemporary computer laboratories but lack state-of-the-art laboratories
and equipment in other disciplines. Several are involved in a four-year laboratory enhancement
program for which the government has pledged to triple the amount invested by universities in
labs (to date US$150 thousand annually).

Industry Linkage
After the collapse of the Soviet Union no attempts were made to establish linkages between education
and industry. The result is a mismatch between what industries need and what universities offer to students who will seek employment in those industries. Employers are often dissatisfied with the quality of
graduates, but they also need to formulate and communicate their needs to universities. To improve this
situation, the local office of Tempus implemented two programs: a university-industry liaison center and
a student career project. Through these projects, universities and industry representatives undertook a
series of negotiations.
Research Linkage
Basic nonproprietary research can be found in any number of institutions, but is especially well suited
to the fertile ground of universities. Research universities, usually public institutions, at least in principle
integrate practices highly conducive to knowledge generation.These include neutrality in the selection of
research topics, emphasis on peer review and scholar publication, and links between research and teaching.
The disappearance of a research agenda from Armenian universities has had serious consequences: isolation of the scholarly and scientific elite, diminished capacity for universities to set standards for the rest
of the education system, and dwindling ability to respond to international issues.
A new WB initiative is helping to foster the research capacities of the universities.The program will establish an Innovation Competitiveness Fund to provide research grants on a competitive basis to innovative
projects in education.

SOCIAL VALUES
By tradition, Armenians value education and literacy, and this helped nurture its system of education
and students with strong study habits. Today, however, the sector is challenged by changing social values,
globalization, and local socioeconomic developments. Youth question the value and relevance of higher
education in a society that seems to prefer the trappings of wealth and power over the rewards of merit.
In the past education was perceived as a means of personal and social betterment, with emphasis on content; now diplomas are desired as certificates of social entry. Such devaluations and distortions operate
as corruptive mechanisms in the field of education.
Demand for education in Armenia is now mainly driven by the general population of end-users. The government, private companies, and other economic agents have not yet asserted themselves as consumers
of educational services.Thus, demand sophistication is relatively low. Most students do not have sufficient
motivation or authority to act to improve the services, and the suppliers–universities and professors—do
not often feel responsible for nor are they held accountable for the system’s results.

CONCLUSION
Despite multiple challenges, including its diminished role in society, higher education in Armenia is far
from doomed. The need for strategic reform has only recently been acknowledged and a general appeal
for concrete improvement should be easy to make given that education is still valued in Armenia, albeit
latently. With a proper diagnosis of the situation and shrewd decisions informed by examples of successful transformations in similar societies, Armenia could very well establish a more competitive education
sector in the near future.
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF ARMENIA’S
HIGHER EDUCATION SECTOR
Development of higher education in Armenia requires a concentrated strategy, one based in a comprehensive
vision of the role and future of the sector and in keeping with the goal of national economic competitiveness
and the country’s stages of economic development.The development of higher education shall be aligned
with the competitive development logic, deeply interlinked with economic realities and requirements of
the particular stage of the country’s economic development.  Each stage will require its own actions, but
several “mandatory” courses of action or strategy “imperatives” that hold true irrelevant of strategy choice.
Figure 4-1 presents our strategic framework for developing Armenia higher education sector.
Figure 4-1. Strategy Framework for Higher Education

VISION
The analysis presented in Chapter 3 assumed that Armenia should aim to create a globally competitive
higher education system. If this aim is pursued, public and private efforts should be guided by a common
vision of education ingrained in the notion of economic competitiveness. We formulate this vision as follows:
To unleash and nurture the talent of each individual to participate in building a competitive economy.
This vision is based on two assumptions. First, each person has certain talents that education should identify and
nourish; and second, national competitiveness is a function of individual competitiveness. Armenia’s economy can
be competitive if professionally competitive individuals are grown within and attracted by the education system.
Realizing the vision requires taking into account certain prerequisites that make the vision feasible.
Education in Armenia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has a long tradition and has contributed to national survival
Was competitive in the Soviet system, from which it has a rich academic legacy
Is still in a relatively strong position to attract foreign students with certain specialties
Still turns out high school graduates who compare satisfactorily with graduates in other countries
Stands to benefit from a strong “academic” Diaspora in countries with excellent systems of education
Can contribute further to the country’s global competitiveness in such fields as IT and engineering
services
Can contribute to and benefit from the government’s pursuit of the development of knowledgeintensive clusters (e.g., health care, applied physics, ITC)
Is intensifying international collaboration
Is undergoing the Bologna process in order to join the European Educational Area.

ALIGNMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION WITH
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Countries tend to follow a three-stage course of economic development during which their structural basis
12
for global competitiveness changes. The resource-intensive or factor-driven stage is based on resource
extraction, labor-intensive production, and basic manufacturing. During the investment stage, countries
enter global value chains by importing technologies, sometimes on a massive scale. During the innovation
stage they design and produce new products and services. These stages pose distinct requirements for
education (see Exhibit 4-1).
12

M. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, 1990, p. 563
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Armenia can be considered to be moving from the resource-intensive to the investment-driven stage, with
its distinct particularities, which include its science and research base with elements characteristic of the
innovation stage. (Consider, for example, that no factor-driven—or even investment-driven—economy has a
nuclear power plant or world-class capabilities in physics—which require particle accelerators, laser production, top R&D capabilities in narrow segments of defense-related areas, etc.) Such structural asymmetries
create better opportunities for Armenia than it would have had if it were following a “standard” development
path and can accord higher education a “disproportionately” important role in driving growth. In any case,
the evolution should be synchronized with the logic of economic development and competitiveness challenges at each stage. Figure 4-2 summarizes the synchronization of economic and educational development.
Figure 4-2. Aligning Higher Education and Economic Development Stages
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COMPETITIVENESS IMPERATIVES OF HIGHER
EDUCATION
Below are five strategic imperatives for higher education articulated from an economic perspective.

1. Higher education should drive Armenia’s economic transformation. A traditional goal

of higher education is to endow the labor force with needed skills and knowledge. This relationship shall
be reversed in Armenia. Educational capacities shall become autonomous drivers that transform Armenia’s
economy into efficiency-driven and then innovation-driven stages. In other words, higher education will
go from being a lagging to a leading factor in the country’s competitiveness strategy.

2. Higher education shall be included as a critical element in the formation of
internationally competitive clusters in Armenia. The competitiveness strategy logic promoted

by the last National Competitiveness Reports is based on a cluster approach. National competitiveness is
a valid concept only if it is seen as an aggregate of the competitiveness of individual companies.The latter
is more effectively realizable in clusters rather than in isolation. Internationally traded clusters are at the
avant-garde of supporting higher levels of national productivity and competitiveness. The Government of
Armenia has identified several areas of comparative advantages that can be transformed into competitive
advantages (e.g., IT and engineering services, pharmaceuticals, tourism, health care, food processing). Higher
education in these areas shall be essential to the clusters and shall be given priority.

3.The pace of integrating with the European learning environment must be harmonious with internal absorptive capacity. Processes and regional initiatives to create a unified

education area favor small countries such as Armenia. The Bologna process, aiming to create a European
Higher Education Region - open to 46 signatory states – is the primary guide for Armenia’s national
plan for higher education. This process creates a framework compatible with all parties and Armenia can
benefit by having a similar environment easy to understand by Europeans. A great deal of effort is going
into meeting Bologna standards and achievements are significant. But when reforms outpace absorptive
capacity they are mere formalisms.Thus, internal absorptive capacity must be created alongside the adoption of new development directions.

4. Internationalization of education shall be achieved whatever strategy is applied.

Higher education is a global industry. One cannot advance without participating in intensive exchange of
content, students, faculty, teaching and governance practices, etc. Learning practices are changing rapidly
and are in flux. Having an open system would ensure timely awareness and response to sector trends
and best practices.

5. Armenia shall gradually integrate research with teaching in higher education.

Research, as part of teaching, will foster improvement in teaching quality and relevance and contribute
to introducing new teaching practices. The integration of research with teaching will create and enhance
the linkage between industry, scientific research, and higher education. Currently these sectors operate
in near isolation. Universities are detached from the arena in which research takes place, and research
products are not being commercialized by industry. By fostering research in universities, another channel
to link industry and higher education can be formed, leveraging the full potential of universities.

TWO STRATEGIES FOR COMPETITIVE UPGRADE
There is no one formula for success in education and rehashing stories of past successes will not guarantee
success in the future, especially when education is being transformed at an unprecedented pace. Moreover,
blindly copying others always puts one at least one step behind the frontier of competition. One must
be aware, however, that how quickly educational institutions change depends very much on the general
institutional environment. Thus, any upgrade strategy must not only take into account the complexity of
the country but also draw on key lessons of successes and failures—not for validation but for wisdom.
If higher education is to become a cornerstone of a globally competitive economy in Armenia, deep inter-
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ventions are required.This entails, for example, enabling education to spur economic development rather
than merely support it with graduates. Such a heavy interventionist stance calls for a well conceived and
carefully crafted strategy championed by the public sector and supported by the business, research, and
professional communities. We therefore call such strategies “push” strategies.
We propose two strategy options—the differentiated and the non-differentiated—each informed by a
different view about how change actually occurs in complex systems. Our non-differentiated strategy—
dubbed the Broad-based Frontal Attack to use a military analogy—holds that change needs to happen
across an entire system to be effective and sustainable. Our differentiated strategy—dubbed the Surgical
Strike—holds that change is effective when scaled up, first through high-impact interventions that will
occasion little if any resistance, then through spontaneous or deliberate scale ups across an entire system.
Each type of strategy can be implemented through several approaches with distinct actions (see Table 4-1).
Table 4-1. Approaches for Each Strategy Type
Strategy Type

Approach

Supply-driven
Broad-based Frontal Attack

Demand-driven
Combined

Surgical Strike

Flagship University
Dispersed Excellence Centers

SOURCE: EV Research Center

BROAD-BASED FRONTAL ATTACK
The main idea of this strategy is that interventions are addressed to the entire system indiscriminately in
order to achieve holistic upgrade (see Exhibit 4-2). This type of strategy is underpinned by the thesis of
equality of opportunities, as development takes place largely homogeneously and through market adjustment mechanisms incorporated in the education sector. The emphasis here is on government interventions distributed across an entire system. By directly engaging most players—or broadly defined classes
of players—the frontal attack aims to induce change in educational content and processes. This type of
strategy can be implemented through three different approaches—the supply-driven, the demand-driven
and combined.

Supply-driven Approach
This approach relies on the government to influence quantitative and qualitative factors related to the
supply of educational service. Generally, three policy actions are critical to the success of this approach.
Aggressive quality assurance and capability-building policy. A strict and strictly enforced quality assurance policy will force the adoption of higher content standards and only those who comply will survive.
The role of the Armenian National Quality Assurance organization (ANQA) will become critical and it
should be endowed with substantial resources to be effective.  At first,  ANQA would rely on foreign
practices and resources. Note that imposing strict standards from afar can be disastrous if universities
lack the resources necessary to comply with those standards. Here resources, particularly in the form of
technical assistance, will be required to help the schools upgrade.
Shifting research capabilities and resources into institutes of higher education. Strong universities will
need to house strong research capabilities-physical infrastructure, scholars and teachers, and a curriculum
that features research. Not all universities will be able to merge research into their processes, so this
should be done wisely. This will lead to some differentiation among schools even if applied under a nondifferentiated strategy. Shifted resources will include assets, researchers, grants, and state-allocated funds.
Restructuring of public educational and research institutions. Another major effort may be put into
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optimizing public universities to achieve efficiencies in content provision and scale. Such optimization will
likewise be required to enable research resources to be reallocated into some universities.This requires a
thorough analysis of what types of specializations are provided at different public institutes, and streamlining
the scope of degree-granting professions as well as science and research capabilities. Given the sensitivity
and difficulty of this issue, such nuances need to be addressed if the supply of education is to be streamlined.

Demand-driven Approach
As described in Chapter 3, the gap between the knowledge and skills provided by universities and the
requirements of the productive sectors is significant. Neither business nor government has done much
to formulate those requirements. Under this approach the government and the private sector contribute
to higher education on the basis of clearly formulated competency requirements for graduates. This will
require collaborative PPP arrangements, whereby the government cosponsors initiatives that address
major and unambiguously formulated requirements put forward by the private sector. Under our Frontal  
Attack Strategy, the criteria for similar government engagement shall be designed so that more universities can be eligible for such initiatives.
Demand can also be addressed by allocating state funding on the basis of performance metrics that reflect
results or outputs rather than inputs. Extending such funding to private universities could be considered
as well. The collection of such metrics can be used to stimulate desired change (e.g. research orientation,
internationalization, collaboration with private sector).

Combined Approach
The combined approach implies application of both approaches simultaneously. The supply and demand
driven approaches address core issues from different angles, so they are not contradictory or overlapping
and can be simultaneous.  And if done skillfully, initiatives under either approach can be mutually beneficial.
Trade-offs will be inevitable if resource limitations prevent the full application of both approaches.

SURGICAL STRIKE STRATEGY
This strategy rests on the idea that when facing complex challenges with insufficient resources it is best to
be selective. If it is not possible to address and upgrade all elements simultaneously and homogeneously,
trying to do so will simply waste resources. Instead, one should identify precisely where concentration
will achieve a breakthrough and then direct the “spillover” of results through linkages, scaling up processes,
resource sharing, alignment with the leader (universities or excellence centers) and other methods.
In fact, natural and social processes show that development takes place unevenly and through differentiation. Still, the core issue lies in the answer to the following question: is the deliberate acceleration of
such processes through resource concentration productive? Such concentration may take two forms—a
flagship university or centers of excellence centers at multiple universities.

Flagship University Approach
A growing number of countries are striving to establish world class universities (e.g., Russia, China, India,
South Korea, Singapore). Some have even managed to create such universities in as little as 20 years (see
Exhibit 4-3). The consequence has been a key competitive weapon in the international educational marketplace. The rationale is as follows: a leading university attracts top faculty and students and enhances
the country’s ability to compete in international education markets. This sets standards domestically and
creates strong competitive pressure for other universities to meet the higher standards. India’s case is
remarkable in that the creation of a world-class educational cluster was based on collaboration with
leading universities worldwide (see Exhibit 4-4).
But not all countries can build such universities and should instead aim to establish a  “flagship” university to raise up an entire system. Almost without exception, flagships need to be research universities
because they can participate much more intensively in international exchanges than teaching universities.
The language of science is international; the language of teaching is predominantly local. Other important
factors are that most of the world leading universities are research ones, teaching closer to real science
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is much more powerful (at least at the graduate level), science attracts top performers (see Exhibit 4-5).
A flagship can enhance the quality of an entire sector not through imposed quality standards enforced
through punitive mechanisms, but by leading by example, enhancing competition, accumulating talent, and
spreading good practices. Basically, there are six options for establishing such a university (see Table 4-2).
Table 4-2. Assessment of Flagship University Options for Armenia
Specialization/
Establishment
Mode
Specialized

Non-specialized

Establishment Based on
Current University

Establishment
Based on Merger of
Universities

Establishment From
Scratch

Risk of Failure: Medium

Risk of Failure: High

Risk of Failure: Low-to-high

Resources: Low

Resources: Medium

Resources: High

Impact: Low

Impact: Low

Impact: Low

Risk of Failure: High

Risk of Failure: High

Risk of Failure: Low-to-high

Resources: Low

Resources: Medium

Resources: High

Impact: High

Impact: High

Impact: High

Note: Risk, resources, and impact are compared on the basis of two specializations and among three establishment modes (for
example, low resource requirements means low compared to other options, not in absolute terms).
SOURCE: EV Research Center

The establishment of such a university requires a high level of resource mobilization, which can be both
public and private in Armenia. Diaspora resources, especially scholar and teaching resources, can be
significant in this scenario (see Exhibit 4-3 about the case on HKUST). The State Science Committee of
Armenia has already started developing legislative criteria for identifying and classifying certain universities as research ones.

Dispersed Excellence Centers Approach
While this approach also aims to promote the best as an alternative to the egalitarian, it focuses on supporting high potential centers already operating in the system.The hope here is that the additional leverage
provided to these centers will have a multiplier effect on standards of teaching and research. Selection
criteria for the centers may be diverse, but the selection process should be competitive. The German
Excellence Initiative exemplifies success under this approach (see Exhibit 4-6). It supported graduate
schools and collaborative research initiatives in leading German universities. Though support was biased
towards research rather than teaching, it helped upgrade scholar resources in general.
Variations of this approach are possible. Centers can be defined broadly (e.g. universities or their partnerships) or narrowly (a chair in a university or a group of researchers).Various requirements can be mandated
for eligibility, including international collaboration, curriculum upgrade, faculty capability enhancement,
and research output. A central resource/support center can also be created. This last approach is being
considered by the National Competitiveness Foundation of Armenia (referred to as Convergence Center).

HOW THE STRATEGIC OPTIONS ADDRESS CRITICAL FACTORS
In Chapter 3 we highlighted critical factors that will need to be thoroughly addressed in order for any
strategy to be effective. Table 4-3 outlines key mechanisms and their impact on factors for each strategy.
The impact mechanism entails how each strategy can influence a critical factor. Before any choice is made
the strategies must be thoroughly assessed. Each strategy option has advantages and inherent risks, which
are summarized in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-3. Mechanisms of Impact and Magnitude on Critical Factors
Frontal Attack
Impact Mechanism

Surgical Strike

Magnitude

Impact Mechanism

Magnitude

Faculty
Quality Assurance system,
external pressure

Medium

Directly through selection and
indirectly through alignment,
exchange and competition

High in selected HEIs
Medium-to-Low in others

University Leadership
Indirect through competition

Low

Directly through selection and
indirectly through alignment,
exchange and competition

High in selected HEIs
Medium-to-Low in other
HEIs

University Competition
Competition enhanced for
compliance, image and funding

Medium

Through alignment (flagship
university approach) and
competing for funds (excellence
centers approach)

Medium for flagship
university approach
High for excellence
centers approach

Mobility
No strategy specific mechanism

Low-to-High depending
on responsiveness of HEIs

Key constituent of flagship
university and excellence centers

High

Role Models
Overall enhancement of the
image of higher education

Low

Through creation of success
tracks for graduates and
researchers of selected HEIs

Medium

SOURCE: EV Research Center

Table 4-4. Advantages and Risks of Strategic Options
Strategy
Broad-based Frontal Attack

Advantages
Interventions distributed across all
institutions (egalitarian approach)

Risks
May spread resources too thin without
achieving tangible results
Externally imposed quality standards may not
be effectively internalized
Government may face extensive resistance to
restructuring of HEI and research institutions

Surgical Strike

Better positioned to create globally
competitive HEIs
Creating competitive leadership in the
sector
Overcomes “the burden of heritage”

SOURCE: EV Research Center

The stratification may reach extreme levels
Strategy will depend on the effective
execution of one key initiative
The alignment of other HEIs may not be fully
realized
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FRAMEWORK SUMMARY
The logical framework analyzed in this chapter is summarized below.
Figure 4-3. Framework for Outlining a Strategic Approach for Armenian Higher Education
Alignment
Alignment of HE with
witheconomic
economic
Strategy optionsStrategy
development ImperativesImperatives
development

Vision
Vision

Ambitions
Assumptions
Premises

Economic development stages
- Factor-driven
- Investment-driven
- Innovation-driven
Education development stages
- Creating absorptive capacity
- Implanting emerging trends
- Competing globally

1.Drive for economic transformation
2. HE- critical element of internationally
competitive clusters in Armenia
3. Integration into European learning
environment - in correspondence to
internal absorptive capacity

options

Broad-based Frontal
Attack
Surgical Strike

4. Internationalization of education for
all strategy options
5. Gradually move towards integrating
research with teaching in HE

SOURCE: EV Research Center

CALL TO ARMS (THINKING AND ACTION)
The purpose of this diagnostic analysis and mapping of strategic options for the development of higher
education in light of national competitiveness is to trigger public dialogue on how Armenia can build a
globally competitive higher education system.The strategic options presented here do not exhaust possibilities.They may also seem mutually non-exclusive at first sight. Indeed, some of the elements are. However,
any good strategy requires making choices, not only to purse a course of action but also to reject others.
Therefore, stakeholders should preface any action with thorough analysis and consideration and do so
in a timely manner to seize the opportunity to realize the competitive potential latent in human capital.
This of course requires first recognizing that human capital is a valid, attractive, and necessary target for
investment over the coming years, decades or centuries.
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EXHIBIT 4-1. SINGAPORE: ALIGNING ECONOMIC
STRATEGY AND HIGHER EDUCATION
Singapore’s higher education sector exemplifies synchronization and consensus between educational strategy and economic development policy. National policy ensured timely interventions and adjustments to
balance the labor market supply and demand. The higher education sector, in its turn, evolved from being
a provider of services to being an economic engine of competitiveness and prosperity.
The development of the sector can be broken into stages that mirror changes in Singapore’s political and
economic situation. In concert with the nation’s economic development - from resource and labor-intensive
sectors to knowledge-based economy - the higher education sector was tasked with providing labor
resources: initially many good quality albeit low-skilled workers, and in more recent years, internationally
competitive high quality professionals in science, engineering, services, and finance.   
British colony (until 1965): As a part of British Malaya, Singapore’s educational system was British in
character. The system had two layers: elite English education with very limited access by the population,
and Malay education for the provision of basic education to fishermen. A major revolution in Singaporean
educational sector took place in 1945 after World War II. A new educational policy was adopted which
called for the provision of primary education free of charge.The major directional stress in the new educational policy was on science and technical education.
From import substitution to export orientation (1960-1965): In the period of 1960-1965 the Singaporean economy was mainly focused on policies encouraging import substitution. Provision of basic education was
of key importance at this stage, particularly to boost economic activity concentrated in low-cost assembling and
light industry.The growing prosperity of the country in this period was accompanied by heavy investments in the
field of education. Unlike many growing economies which concentrated on investing on higher education, which
in turn resulted in the mass phenomenon of graduate unemployment, Singapore targeted primary and secondary education for investments which later paid back with more economic growth than seen in peer countries.
At the same time the accelerating wave of industrialization highlighted the importance of higher education,
especially in technical disciplines.Technical education was made compulsory for male students. In the early
1970s the government acknowledged the importance of university education for sustainable economic
growth and prioritized the sector.
Higher value creation (1975-1990): Massive reforms addressed at the increase of enrollment levels were
initiated as early as 1978.  As a result of significant expansion in access, higher education became available for
almost all layers of the population. With an increasing educated workforce, Singapore began to upgrade its
economy through the inclusion of higher value-added industries with a major focus on the high-tech sector.
The higher education agenda was set accordingly in the same direction to supply the economy with high-quality
technical specialists. Several large-scale initiatives were aimed at enhancing and upgrading skills of the workers (e.g., BEST, WISE, MOST, COSEC, Skills Development Fund). The institutional strategy of the locomotive
university – National University of Singapore backed the ambitions to push the economy up in the global value
chain. As such, the university was promoting new promising specializations and disciplines. Concurrently, the
government was strictly directing the admission policy while keeping a close eye on market developments.
The Next Lap (since 1990): In the 1990s, alongside the demographic policy of expanding the local labor
pool, the educational sector strategy was addressed at fostering internationalization processes.The sector
began to invest heavily to attract foreign research talent and to increase the international mobility of its
local students. The sector gained increased prioritization from the state as an export industry.
Parallel to tapping into new lucrative niches and industries, the HE sector shaped specialization patterns.
Several narrow specializations gained central importance with rapidly growing number of Singaporean
companies in marine-engineering and in the biomedical and financial industries. Since 1997, educational
reforms have been enacted to build up competence in various services industry.
SOURCE: “Education evolution in Singapore—the transformation”, Articlesbase, 2009; M. Speece “Experiential Learning Methods in
Asian Cultures: A Singapore Case Study”, Business, 2002; “Singapore education system and policy: a select bibliography”, Lee Kong
Chian Reference Library, 2008; D. Ashton, F. Green, D. James, J. Sing “The Evolution of Education and Training Strategies in Singapore,
Taiwan and S. Korea: a development model of skill formation”, 2002; P. Altbach, J. Salmi “The Road to Academic Excellence”, 2011
(forthcoming); J. Salmi “The Challenge of Establishing World-Class Universities”, 2009
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EXHIBIT 4-2. FINLAND: BUILDING A STRONG
HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM WITHOUT A WORLDCLASS UNIVERSITY
Two European countries that have achieved remarkable progress as emerging knowledge economies, Finland and
Ireland, are not home to any university among the top 50 in the world, yet boast excellent technology-focused
institutions. Although Finland is ranked as high as 20th with University System Strength13, the University of Helsinki
is only 75th  among QS  Top 500 Universities in 2010.  The specifics of the Finnish higher educational system,
which is based on systemic strength rather than on few internationally competitive world-class universities, have
roots in the system’s historical evolution and in the role it has played in the socio-economic life of the nation.

Current competitiveness state
The Finnish educational sector occupies a lofty role and importance in the country’s socio-economic life.
The educational policy in the country was always strongly interconnected with the public policy of overall
economic development. The high level of state intervention proved to be effective in creating the Finnish
public financing system. The latter serves as a specific tool for generating demand in educational services
and for regulating the linkage between academia and labor market.The policy in the educational sector is
influenced by the projected demand in human resources in the labor market.   

HISTORICAL EVOLUTION
Emergence of the University as a national university serving the needs of the
state and society
The history of Finnish higher education begins with the establishment of the University of Turku, later
renamed as Royal Academy of Abo, in 1640. At that time Finland was a part of the Kingdom of Sweden.
The practical aim of the Royal Academy was to prepare civil servants to administer the kingdom and
clergymen to serve the Lutheran Church. During the Napoleonic wars Sweden lost Finland to Russia until
the first independent national state was established in 1917. Within the Russian empire the university
continued to serve the needs of the state. After reforms in 1852 (aiming to enhance professors’ control
over the classroom and improve the standards of teaching and scholarships) the university became more
of a national Finnish institution with its own statutes, separate from Russian educational system.
The university played a central role in the emergence of the national identity. Finnish nationalism was thus
initiated as a cultural movement by the professors and students of the national university, after which it
expanded into a political movement supported by the estate of the burgesses and that of the clergy (Klinge
1997). It is therefore probable that this societal role of the university has strengthened the high social status
that universities in particular and higher education degrees in general command in Finnish society. At the
same time, this nation-building process was supported by a rising group of Finnish-speaking academics, thus
emphasizing the importance of the university in a national context based on nationalist ideas of a civil society.
This definition of the Finnish nation was reflected also in the Finnish definition of university.The issue of the
teaching language was also critical in the framework of the nationalistic movement and broadening of education.
Thus, the university emerged as national institution nurturing the national identity aiming to serve the needs
of the state and nation as a whole.The importance of education in the formation of national identity rapidly
grew and increased the influence and the power of academia in the country.The regulatory role of the state
was a major characteristic of Finland’s HEIs, a role which is remains significant to this day. The public policy
was considered to be so efficient and strong that it began to encompass the sector of private institutions
which emerged after the 1960s. As a result the universities were more oriented towards the country’s internal needs and not motivated to emerge as international institutions oriented to global educational market.

Popularization of education and “provincialization” of the universities
The expansion of higher education towards a mass higher education system started in the late 1950s. In 1970
only 7% of the adult population had higher education while 79% had only basic education or no schooling.This
13
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was an important part of the welfare-state agenda strongly supported by major political parties.The 1960s and
1970s saw a considerable increase in the number of universities.The expansion of higher education in Finland
was spearheadered by government efforts.The intensive public policy resulted in an astonishing 600% growth
in the number of students involved in HEIs within 40 years since 1950s. By the end of the 20th century the
number of higher education institutions had grown from one university to 20 universities and 32 polytechnics.

Share of population in %

Exhibit Figure 4-2-1. Level of Educational Attainment among Finnish Adult Population
(15 Years and Older)
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The popularization of education was coupled with another important trend in the evolution of the Finnish
higher education system which may be described as “provincialization”.  The agenda of creating equal access
to higher education was highly influenced by a regional policy principle pushed by regional lobby groups
(including members of Parliament representing their regions, representatives of regional communities, and
industrial and business enterprises). As a result all major provinces were allowed to establish a university
of their own, starting from the 1960s. The founding of a university was seen not only symbolically, but
also culturally and economically important to the development of the region. Although state expenditures increased significantly, this rapid proliferation led to the allocation and distribution of the resources
broadly among a large number of institutions, rather than concentrating them in a few national universities.

Shift Towards Modernization and Internationalization
Since the 1960s, the higher education sector in Finland was mainly regulated by a major Development Act.
This act was addressed at regulating all issues concerned with the level and improvement of educational
resources. The Development Act was replaced with a new one in 1986 introducing the state vision on
the educational development for the period of 1987-1996. The new development program more intensely
stressed the role of higher education as a key element in the country’s scientific and technological development. The major stress was shifted towards research and postgraduate education. Heavy investments
were made for the improvement of these sectors.
As the result of a number of reforms the state regulation on HEIs increased even more. But in parallel with
the increased control the universities were at the same time provided more freedom in resource allocation.
The 1990s brought another wave of reforms in Finnish higher education. The major direction was developing polytechnic institutes and increasing their international competitiveness. The Polytechnic Reform
elaborated a binary system of higher education in Finland, comprised of polytechnic and university education.
The end of 1990s was marked with essential developments in the educational sector in not only a European
context, but a worldwide one as well.The era of intensive reforms in Europe followed the commencement
of Bologna process. Finland also joined the Bologna declaration.
The internalization of the educational process was also given high importance in the new context of
reforms. Significant efforts were made in boosting the attractiveness of Finnish HEIs, as well as the hiring
of foreign staff in Finnish universities.
In summary, Finland’s higher education system developed in harmony with the establishment of the nation
state and played a central role in the coalescence of the national identity. This led to a transformation of
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the higher educational system into a national institution oriented towards the adapting needs and goals of
the nation.The decentralization of the higher education - the move into regions – also led to a distributive
model that avoided the concentration of resources in few institutions.
SOURCE: P. Sahlberg “A short history of educational reform in Finland”, 2009; P. Elonen “Education - latest Finnish export product.
Chinese nursing students part of first project”, 2010; A. Tjeldvoll “Finnish Higher Education Reforms. Responding to Globalization”,
2008–09; T. Aarrevaara, I. Dobson, C. Elander “Brave New World: Higher Education Reform in Finland”, 2009; S. Hölttä “Recent
Changes in the Finnish Higher Education System”, 1988; I. Turunen “University Reform in Finland”, 2009; Times Higher Education
World University Rankings; Academic Ranking of World Universities
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EXHIBIT 4-3. CREATING A WORLD-CLASS UNIVERSITY IN
A DECADE: HONG KONG UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
Globalization has shortened the time it takes to establish a research university, as well as the duration of
time that nations with rapidly growing economies are willing to wait.
Prior to the Industrial Revolution, centuries were required to create a world class research university (Harvard University’s Charles Elliot counseled John D. Rockefeller that it would take two hundred years and 50
mln USD - about 5 bln USD in today’s dollars – to create a world class university) (Altbach 2003). In the
20th century, the University of Chicago needed only 20 years and 50+ mln USD to attain top standing. And
now, just at the turn of the 21th century, Hong Kong needed only 10 years to establish Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology (HKUST) one of Asia’s top 10 research universities. It is now ranked 40th in QS
World University Rankings 2010 and 41th in TIMES The World University Rankings 2010.
Being one of Hong Kong’s top three ranked universities, HKUST became a major provider of engineering
education and a serious research institution with about 10,000 students, 500 faculty members as of January
2010 and 56 mln USD research funding in 2009.
The success of HKUST resulted from a proper combination of strategic vision and several enabling factors:
• Booming economy and opportunities provided by the rapid modernization of the Chinese economic system
• Understanding of the potential role of a research university in the modern era
• Enlarged government input in education and research coupled with a deliberate strategy to supplement the current assets and thereby strengthen the entire system’s research capacity
• Tapping the potential of the Hong Kong Diaspora
• Being built on an advanced educational platform - University of Hong Kong and Chinese University
of Hong Kong were already international universities of high repute
The establishment of HKUST coincided with start of the rapid acceleration phase of the dynamically growing
economy of Hong Kong and the emerging cooperation with the mainland driven by the liberalization of the
Chinese economy. This cooperation has boosted trade and investment flows to Hong Kong. The Governor
Sir Edward Youde perceived a new trend leading to an economic and technological transformation in Hong
Kong’s manufacturing industries. A need for a technological upgrade was glaring. By the Governor’s request
the Universities and Polytechnics Grants Committee explored the feasibility of a third university, and the
response was positive, confirming that the new institution would focus on science and technology, management,
and postgraduate training.  The Hong Kong Jockey Club (HKJC), a non-profit community organization, was
one of the major funders of HKUST and pledged HK$1.5 billion (192 million USD) for a project estimated
to cost HK$1.93 billion (247 million USD) in total, inflation included (Flahavin 1991).
HKUST distinguished itself from the existing universities with its strategic positioning. It put research on an
equal footing with teaching aiming to become the first research university in the country.
HKUST’s establishment coincided with the establishment of the Hong Kong Research Grants Council (RGC)
which provided funds to strengthen research capacity at colleges and universities in Hong Kong (UGC
2000:11). After HKUST was established, the government’s funding allocation pie was enlarged. HKUST’s
rapid rise was also assisted by the timing of its establishment, shortly after the government’s decision in
November 1989 to double enrollments in higher education.
Finally, HKUST’s most important success factor was the recruitment of leading talented academicians
from the Chinese Diaspora. Chia Wei-Wu, HKUST’s first president and a physicist by training, had been
president of a major research university in the United States. He was also part of an extensive network of
Chinese research scientists in the United States, a network which was essential to call upon to assemble an
internationally prominent faculty. The assemblage of this faculty was a necessary engine to propell HKUST
toward robust development and to forge an internationally renowned reputation. All faculty members had
doctorates and 80% had received doctorates or were employed at 24 of the top universities worldwide.
Whether or not this experience is unique and possible to replicate, the HKUST experience has nevertheless
demonstrated that in current era it is possible to create a world class university within a decade, given the
presence of certain enabling factors. It is also indisputable that it is impossible to create a world
class research university in a vacuum. HKUST is nested within an ecosystem within which it identified
a niche, but projects its vision, aspirations, and impact far beyond Hong Kong.
SOURCE: P. Altbach, J. Salmi “The Road to Academic Excellence”, 2011 (forthcoming);  official web portal of HKUST; Times Higher
Education World University Rankings; Academic Ranking of World Universities
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EXHIBIT 4-4. CREATION OF INDIAN IITS WITH
INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE
Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) exemplify successful creation of a world class educational cluster in
a short period of time. Foreign assistance and international collaboration were important in the creation
and enhancement of the cluster. As mentioned by an official from the Education Ministry of India, “All IITs
found support in foreign partners. The institutes then came up on their own but their foundations were
already very strong.” (University World News).
India’s education leap forward is noteworthy. Several IITs occupy top positions among world-class universities in international rankings. These institutions have become famous for the high quality graduates
in engineering.
The Government of India acknowledged the need to develop outstanding universities after WWII. Starting
from the 1950s resources were concentrated on the creation of five institutes of technology. Another
ten were created in the1990s, but it is the first set that was decisive for sector development. Almost all
were established by means of strong international assistance that had India importing and adapting global
best practices in technical education. The first, established at Kharagpur, was modelled after MIT. It was
established by the government after independence and was declared to be of national importance, as a
driver of industrialization.
At the end of the 1950s the government initiated creation of the second IIT. Bombay Institute of Technology was established in collaboration with UNESCO and the government of the USSR. UNESCO provided
equipment and financed the technical assistance of Soviet specialists. In turn, about 30 IIT faculty members
were provided fellowships by UNESCO to be trained in Soviet universities and research institutes. Later,
in the mid 1960s the cooperation between IIT Bombay and the Soviet was renewed through a bilateral
agreement.
The third IIT Madras, was created in 1959.The government of West Germany provided full-scale assistance
for the establishment of the institute. The German support resources included technical, academic and
financial support and represented the biggest German assistance initiative in the educational sector to date.
The Indo-American cooperation in establishing and fostering the development of IIT Kanpur was one of
the most fruitful success cases in the history of IITs. An examination of the Indian higher education sector
and a feasibility study for the creation of a new technology institute was initiated and implemented by the
support of the American Society for Engineering Education, USAID and MIT. The Indo-American cooperation for the management of IIT Kanpur project was officially formulated as the Kanpur Indo-American
Programme (KIAP). In the decade 1962-1972 IIT Kanpur received significant technical assistance from
KIAP, a consortium of nine leading US universities. Under a KIAP agreement, a great number of faculty
members participated in special and on-job trainings at different US consortium member universities.The
program also financed the repatriation of a number of top-class Indian professors from the US to work
in IIT Kanpur. Under the collaboration agreement the university was granted state-of-the-art equipment,
facilities and library resources valued more than 8 mln USD.
With the beginning of the 1960s India already had 4 IITs, one in nearly each of the country’s administrative
regions. Only the Northern region lacked its own technical school, which was soon established as IIT Delhi.
Following the success of the previous international partnerships, foreign support was again sourced for
the creation of the fifth IIT.  Assistance from the UK government and Duke of Edinburgh was significant
for laying foundations of this institution.
SOURCE: J. Salmi “The Challenge of Establishing World-Class Universities”, 2009; A. Mishra “Innovation Universities Need Foreign
Help”, 2010; R. Levin  “The Rise of Asia’s Universities”, official web portals of IITs
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EXHIBIT 4-5. HISTORY OF RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
The top rankings of world-class universities have traditionally been attained by research universities.These
institutions are in the spotlight of the development agenda in a great number of countries. Because such
universities play a central role in the R&D performance of a country, government support and privileges
to these institutions are rapidly growing worldwide.  The necessity of at least one high quality research
university for an economy is now incontrovertible.The core essence of research universities is the fusion
of research and teaching. Some of the positive effects of the research universities on the educational
sector and the overall economy are highlighted below:
•

Boosting innovation and technological progress

•

Linking education and the learning process with science

•

Linking science with industry

•

Serving as a measurable performance indicator for the universities

•

Opportunity for internationalization

The classical incarnation of a research university is believed to have originated from German universities.
The famous Humboldtian model of a research university was emulated by a great number of educational
systems worldwide (Wilhelm von Humboldt was a German philosopher, government functionary, diplomat, and founder of Humboldt University of Berlin). In fact, all of the existing educational models are
considered to be derivatives of four major models – German, English, French and American. Among the
strengths of these systems are the concentration of talent which created dependence of other countries
on these systems. A number of European educational systems with enhanced research capacities were
long dependent upon their links and collaboration with those European institutions on the leading edge
of research– Germany and France.
The practice of formally integrating research into teaching was first introduced in Germany at the beginning of the 19th century.
Until then research was separate from the practice of teaching and learning. Research was conceived as
work done in privacy and freedom, while teaching was naturally public (J. Ben-David, 1992).The “marriage”
of science and education began from several areas of higher education such as philosophy and philological
disciplines. The attempts to complementing education in experimental sciences with laboratory research
were realized much later.
The process of integrating research and teaching in Germany was drawn from major concepts of the
Humboldtian university model:
•

Freedom of teaching and learning

•

The unity of teaching and research

•

The unity of science and scholarship

•

The primacy of “pure” science over professional training (Mitchell G. Ash, 2006)

As a result of significant changes in educational processes Germany developed a new research oriented
system providing general rather than specialized education.The niche of professional training services was
relatively weak but German universities positioned themselves as excellence centers in research studies.
England and France, European superpowers which were leading industrialization in the region were confronted by the brisk development of the German system and began to incorporate various elements from
it.The adoption of the German model was different in these two countries and resulted in different types
of educational systems. Despite the attempts to create a homogenous environment of research universities the education system in England maintained its diversity. It consisted of various types of educational
institutions from elite universities to professional training institutions.The reforms of integrating research
into teaching affected the existing institutions to different degrees.The enforcement to follow the changes
was not effective towards private universities which were dominant in the English HE sector. Intensive
research activities were being carried out primarily at the two elite universities – Oxford and Cambridge
– and separate faculties of several other HEIs. Thus, the practice of uniting research and teaching did not
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take hold in England as in Germany. The research sector remained fragmented with research activities in
some disciplines carried out detached from the university system in special research councils.
In France, the process of integrating learning with research was even more inert and less successful. Research units were created outside the universities and were serving as integrated research platform for
the HE sector. These specialized units – “grand ecoles” were on the top of the hierarchy in the French
educational sector. The French educational model was distinguished by the central role of the Government and consequent high level of centralization in the educational system. This exact factor explained
the lower popularity of the French system in other countries.
The model of US education was formed under the influence of European universities.The system included
elements of the German, French and English models and combined them in a unique manner, giving birth
to a new global educational model.The innovation of the system was in its breakdown into undergraduate
and graduate studies. The reforms in the system focused on integrating research with the graduate studies only. The stratified system of US higher education, including various types of institutions for different
educational goals, resulted in the extension of access for a broader population base to aspire to higher
education. The diversified system offered numerous forms of possible studies. General and professional
education became available through various courses, from short-term technical trainings to research studies.
At present the categorization of HEIs as research universities is determined by measuring the research
output of the universities. Carnegie classification of HEIs calculates Research Activity Index according
to which US universities are assigned to different groups and deal with different policy regulations and
funding mechanisms. Currently research universities (very high research activities, high research activities
and doctoral research universities) comprise 6.4% of American HEIs and account for 28% of the total
HE enrollment.
SOURCE: J. Ben-David, “Centers of learning: Britain, France, Germany, United States”, 1992; A. Mitchell “Bachelor of What, Master
of Whom? The Humboldt Myth and Historical Transformations of Higher Education in German-Speaking Europe and the US”, 2006;
A. Cohen, C. Kisker “The Shaping of American Higher Education”, 2010
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EXHIBIT 4-6. GERMAN EXCELLENCE INITIATIVE
The German higher education system, famous for egalitarianism to the extreme, is now in the process of
reforms aimed at differentiation - through the establishment of excellence centers. Traditionally the key
characteristic of the German HE system was in the comparably equal quality across the set of universities.
The idea was that everyone should be provided the same quality of teaching independent of the institution of attendance. While the egalitarian system in theory was difficult to put into practice, often failing
to create homogeneity among universities, it also encumbered the formation of an effective landscape of
competition where universities strive against each other to attract students. Moreover, nearly all German
universities have been public institutions with professors hired as state officials with insufficient incentives
for providing higher quality teaching.
Another consequence of the German egalitarian HE university system is in its failure to present a single
university in the international rankings of top universities worldwide.
In 2004, the German Federal Government drafted a new policy on higher education whose main focus
was enhancing research in universities, promoting the role of universities in the country and improving
international competitiveness and positioning of German universities. Within this policy context the government has been implementing an elaborated Excellence Initiative since 2005. The project represents a
major shift from the egalitarian HE system approach towards the concentration of talent in several elite
centers. The core direction of the initiative is to identify pressure points and propel a few institutions to
become world-class universities. The major focus of the current educational policy is science and technology.
The planned budget of the Excellence Initiative was 1.9 bln Euros for the period 2006-2011 and another
2.7 bln Euros for the recently prolonged period until 2017.
The program has been implemented through a three tier approach. For the effective distribution of available financing three categories of participant institutions were defined.
Graduate schools: Up to now 39 Graduate Schools have been selected as participants of the Initiative.These
schools will foster a state-of the-art research environment and will provide trainings for doctoral students.
Clusters of Excellence: 37 selected institutions are to develop networks of research universities, in collaboration with industry and state organizations. The scientific collaboration within these constituents is
intended to create research hubs.
Universities of Excellence: The core bearer of the Excellence Initiative are considered to be the small
number of select universities (nine) - intended to become excellence centers of the whole German higher
educational system. Universities categorized with this designation receive funding for elaborated Institutional
Strategy on enhancing research and nurturing top-quality scientists in their institutions.
While the Excellence Initiative was the object of scrutiny and much debate there is now a consensus that
the program has already caused some positive changes in the system.The major expected outcome of the
program is the formation of a competition landscape driving the continued improvement of the quality
of higher education in German universities.
SOURCE: A. Labi “Germany Pursues Excellence Over Egalitarianism” 2010; G. Krausch „Initiative for Excellence: a program for
universities in Germany“; B. Kehm, P. Pasternack “The German ‘Excellence Initiative’ and Its Role in Restructuring the National
Higher Education Landscape”; R. Kuhn “Excellence Initiative & Overhead:Shaking up the DFG “Research in Germany” web portal
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APPENDIX: KEY WAVES INFLUENCING
THE DEVELOPMENTS OF ARMENIAN
EDUCATIONAL SECTOR
TRADITIONAL WAVE - ARMENIAN EDUCATIONAL
HERITAGE
In the history of Armenia education has enjoyed a vital role in shaping the nation’s civilization, preserving
its culture and identity.
The high-level path of the development of Armenian educational sector is mapped below.
Appendix Figure 1-1. The High-Level Path of the Development of Armenian
Educational Sector

AGE OF INFORMAL EDUCATION - BEFORE 300 AD
The thin historical record does not give a very clear picture of the state of education in ancient Armenia.
In any case, one of Mkhitarian scholars suggests that knowledge was transferred from one generation to
another via education in families, as well as under the auspices of a few non-formal military trainings. In
this context, formal or public education did not exist as we know it today in ancient Armenia.

AGE OF BROAD BASED EDUCATION: 300-390 AD
The role of Christianity as a religion was significant in the emergence and sustainability of the Armenian
educational sector. Concomitant with its rapid spread was the formalization of education and knowledge
transfer in Armenian society. The initial goal of education at that time was the dissemination of religious
values and knowledge.
Saint Gregory the Illuminator and King Trdat are the key figures in this age of education.
After the adoption of Christianity as a state religion the royal budget on behalf of King Trdat sponsored
an intensive program of educating children and youth.Two major directions of education included teaching
in Greek or Syriac. As a result, the increase of the level of knowledge and education among the common
population was evident.
During the same time period, an elite Royal school was established where the King and princes were
educated.
In addition to the creation of an elite educational institution, the major wave of this era was characterized
by the popularization of education and its access to all layers of the population.The Church was responsible
for the content of the educational programs, the major textbook of which was the Bible.The educational
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endeavor was financed by the royal treasury.
Although this stage in Armenian educational life was marked with the significant developments in fundamentals of the system, it also was beset with some inconsistencies.
Financing was one of the problematic issues in the Armenian educational sector. Depending on the political
developments in Armenia, the financing of education was often not supported by the royal treasury and
was limited by the scarce funding resources of the Church. The second gap was associated with foreign
teaching languages and tutors of foreign origin.
After the death of St. Gregory the ambitious developments in the educational sector slowed down, but
were soon revived with the efforts of another scholar - Nerses Partev. He championed the first attempts
to organize discussions and create dialogue among Armenian scholars and religious leaders.The discussions
were addressed at developing policy directions for development of the educational sector. As a result of
these participatory initiatives, a great number of schools, orphanages, and monasteries were established.

AGE OF THRIVING NATIVE EDUCATION: 390 AD-440 AD
The cornerstone of the Armenian education was laid in the 5th century when Mesrop Mashtots created
Armenian alphabet. Prior to this landmark event, all vital communications in the state were carried out in
foreign languages, which in turn facilitated foreign cultures to spread their roots in Armenia.
The creation of the written form of the Armenian language catalyzed a wholesale transformation in not
only the educational, but also economical and cultural sectors of Armenia. Written Armenian was rapidly
spread and taught throughout the land. An extensive wave of translations led by prominent scholars, including Sahak Partev, further deepened the development of the language. Mass initiatives were addressed
at the translation of Bible, the Church Fathers’ writings, as well as famous works of Greek and Roman
scholars in various fields such as history, philosophy, law, ethics, and literature.   
The Mesropian era was a golden age for Armenian science and culture which boosted prosperity and
strengthened the Armenian state. Mesrop Mashtots also elaborated a new bi-layered educational system,
integrating elements of both elite and mass education.Within these initiatives a centralized school for leaders was established in the capital city, where a limited number of students of royal origin were educated.
The mass education was provided by a wide chain of elementary schools where students were introduced
to basic knowledge and to the Armenian alphabet.

AGE OF MONASTIC CENTERS AND UNIVERSITIES: 5-14TH
CENTURIES
The level of progress in Armenian education in the Middle Ages was apparent. The educational services
were mainly concentrated in monasteries, which were proliferating rapidly throughout the land. These
institutions played vital role in preserving Armenian culture through many efforts, including the creation
of important manuscripts.
The most famous Armenian monastic centers date back to the 7th and the 13-14th centuries.The quality and
scholarship reflected in the best of the manuscripts produced by these centers were very progressive, and
have been assessed to be competitive even on an international scale. They have often been compared to
counterparts from Greek or Roman schools.The first university-type educational institutions in Armenia
were Gladzor and Tatev universities. These universities were famous for their highly-developed curricula,
which have been considered comparable to those developed at the best European universities.

FROM RECESSION TO REVIVAL: 14-19TH CENTURIES
The heyday of the Armenian educational sector soon came to an end with heightened political unrest and
ensuing foreign dominance of Armenia starting in the middle of the 14th century.
In the absence of educational activity inside Armenia, scientific progress of the nation was carried out
predominantly in Armenian communities outside Armenia.The prominent contribution of Diaspora centers
to the preservation of the national education effort was concentrated in various locales, such as Venice,
Genoa, Crimea, etc. The Mkhitarian school, distinguished by its stress on the provision of quality instruction in the Armenian language and history, had its major influence on defining the national educational
character during this era.
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The 19th century was marked with the signs of revival of Armenian educational traditions inside Armenia,
as well. American missionaries played a notable role in the development of primary and secondary education, as well as in the promotion of the liberalization of the sector. Lazarian Academy (Moscow), Gevorkian
Academy (Echmiadzin) and Nersessian School (Tbilisi) were the key contributors to the revival process
during this era.
Yerevan State University was founded in 1919 as the first HEI in the newly reborn Republic of Armenia.
The establishment of the university was astonishing in light of the challenges on the ground. Several major geopolitical developments overwhelmed the socio-economic situation in the fledgling country. In the
preceding years about 1.5 mln Armenians were killed through wholesale massacres and another million
deported from their ancestral homeland of Western Armenia by the ruling Turkish government during
the final years of the Ottoman Empire.
Amid epidemic disease, poverty, wars and a pandemic refugee problem, the creation of a national university
was an extraordinary step for the fledgling Armenian state. Diaspora played a vital role in the formation
of the university system as several prominent scholars of Armenian ancestry were responsible for the
creation of Yerevan State University. The institute initially provided educational services in the specializations of History and Language and served about 260 students. Soon its activities extended to various
specializations and gave a number of spin-offs in the form of separate specialized educational institutions.
In 1920 Armenian Government also signed a decree on the establishment of the State Medical University
which had begun to operate about a decade later.
The level of erudition was rapidly increasing in Armenia; however, enrollment in higher education was
still very limited. Nevertheless, this reality soon gave way as Armenia entered a completely new era of
development as a part of Soviet system.

SOVIET WAVE – THE INFLUENCE OF THE SOVIET
SYSTEM ON THE EDUCATION
The current educational system in Armenia is largely an artifact of the centralized system inherited from
the Soviet Union.
Armenia saw its most prominent expansion in enrollment numbers in higher education system as part
of USSR. The development of the Armenian university system within this period was unprecedented. The
development was led by the strictly defined and unified Soviet system. As the result of the “intellectual
influx” of Armenian scientists from the countries of the Soviet Union and the Diaspora the best practices
of world educational systems were imported to the republic of Armenia.
Despite these advances, the enormous human cost must be acknowledged.  In the first part of 20th century
the intellectual capacity of the Soviet system suffered from mass political repressions. During the Great
Purge in 1937-1939 a significant portion of the Soviet intelligentsia was persecuted, arrested and wiped out.
In Soviet times the education sector was regulated by a centralized governing body. As an institute, Armenian education was a dependent part of the whole Soviet educational system.The strategy and operation
of the system was strictly planned and monitored by the Commissariat of Education. As every other facet
of institutional society, the sector was not regulated by free market forces: the demand-supply balance
was more or less defined by central regulation only.
The prioritization given to the educational sector and the high level of state intervention were supported
by significant budget allocation for education. In 1980, about one-fifth of total government expenditures
were dedicated to the development of the educational sector. Higher education accounted for 7% of total
public spending.The share of education expenditures decreased sharply after the catastrophic earthquake
in Armenian SSR in 1988. However, even in these harsh times, the educational sector did not suffer for
lack of financing, as the state budget grew in its volume significantly. In 1990 public spending on higher
education comprised about 4% of state budget and 1.5% of GDP.
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Appendix Figure 1-2. Dynamics of Education Expenditures in ArmSSR, as % of State
Budget, 1980, 1985-1990

SOURCE: “National Economy of ArmSSR in 1990” statistical yearbook

Appendix Figure 1-3. Dynamics of Education Expenditures in ArmSSR, as % of GDP,
1985-1990

SOURCE: “National Economy of ArmSSR in 1990” statistical yearbook

The level of public financing of educational sector in Soviet Armenia was quite high even compared to the
similar indicators of leading nations. For example, right before the collapse of the Soviet Union, Armenia
was spending more on education (as a percentage of GDP) than the US or UK, yet another reflection of
the importance given to education in Armenian society.
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Appendix Figure 1-4. Public Spending on Education, as % of GDP , 1985, 1990

SOURCE: “National Economy of ArmSSR in 1990” statistical yearbook, National Statistical Offices of UK and US

Armenian SSR recorded a notable performance and significant achievements in science and education
during the Soviet era. Using criteria such as educational service quality and output, Armenian SSR was
among the best performing of the Soviet republics.
At the beginning of 1970s Armenian SSR headed the list of USSR republics when considering the level of
student enrollment. In fact, this indicator had almost doubled during the previous decade.The intensification of educational policy in the region resulted in an aggressive increase in student enrollment levels in
almost all Soviet republics.
Appendix Figure 1-5. Student Enrollment in Each Country per 1000 Residents of the
National Group, 1960, 1970

SOURCE: “National Economy of ArmSSR in 1990” statistical yearbook

By the level of enrollment in the whole Soviet area (as per % from the national group) Armenian SSR was
again among top 3 countries in 1970 and top 5 at the end of 70s. As a part of the Soviet system Armenia
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developed prominent scientific capacities. Science and technology were highly prioritized by national Soviet
policy.The elaborated system of National Research Institutes created a far-reaching research infrastructure.
Effective linkages between science, industry and higher education were created and sustained as part of
the closed economic and R&D systems of the global political superpower.

TRANSITION WAVE – THE CONTEXT OF SOCIOECONOMIC REFORMS IN ARMENIA
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union Armenia has undergone several stages of socio-economic development, according to which the country’s policy context can be categorized into several direction, including
survival, redistribution, social and most recently, anti-crisis.
With independence the Armenian economy buckled under the weight of an assortment of challenges.
The deep economic recession was accompanied with unfavorable geopolitical conditions, transportation
blockade and loss of trade connections.The country faced severe social conditions with rapidly increasing
unemployment, poverty and hyperinflation.The economic policy in this period was addressed at emergency
issues and was guided with short-term perspectives only. The education was off the radar of reforms yet.
The survival period lasted until the mid 1990s.
With the halt of the economic decline and signs of recovery Armenia began to reconstruct and diversify
the economic structure in the redistributive context of policy.This period was characterized by a wave of
mass privatizations of small and medium enterprises. Once the macroeconomic stabilization was achieved
with the support of international financial institutions, structural reform programs became the next policy
focus area. Secondary education started to emerge in the spotlight of policy.
Promising GDP growth prepared grounds for a new social context for the country’s development policy.
From the beginning of 2000s, a growing economy, increasing income levels, foreign aid and private transfers
were improving the social situation of the country. Structural reforms spread into the higher education sector.
The attempts to enact long–term policies and initiatives were soon challenged by a new recession, this time
triggered by global financial markets. The government again diverted resources into anti-crisis programs,
however, without abandoning the long-term fundamental programs aimed at increasing the competitiveness of the Armenian economy.
The transition from the centralized system towards market economy has been grueling for Armenia.
The abrupt change in the economic structure resulted in a wholesale reshuffling of labor market. In two
decades beginning from 1989 the share of employees in industry and construction decreased from 41%
to 15%. Respectively, the share of graduates in industry and constructions is 6% as of 2008 down from
about 40% in 1989. In the same period the labor market became heavily dominated by agricultural sector.
Appendix Figure 1-6.The Structure of the Labor Market in Armenian SSR and Republic of
Armenia; Share of Employees by Economic Sectors, %

SOURCE: “National Economy of ArmSSR in 1990” statistical yearbook
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As of 2008 pedagogical and economical studies, followed by healthcare and law become the most desired
and massive specializations in HEIs.
Appendix Figure 1-7. HEI Graduates by Major Specializations, % in Total Number of
Graduates, 1989, 2008

SOURCE: “National Economy of ArmSSR in 1990” statistical yearbook SSR, NSS

REFORM WAVE – THE NATION-WIDE POLICY
FRAMEWORKS,THEIR IMPLEMENTATION AND
RESULTS RE:THE EDUCATIONAL SECTOR
After the collapse of the Soviet Union all economic and social sectors of the country were saddled
overnight with a deep crisis. The education sector was challenged by sharply decreasing state financing,
difficult overall social and demographic conditions, and a drop-off in the quality of teaching and overall
educational infrastructure.
To face the impending challenges Armenia entered an aggressive stage of reforms and developments shortly
after the declaration of its independence in 1991. The need for reforms was apparent given the collapse
of the former centralized governing system. In addition, the reforms were to be developed against the
backdrop of global educational processes.
The reforms and strategic initiatives extended to all the spheres of education: pre-primary, primary and
secondary, tertiary, as well as vocational education.
However, the educational reforms began to be implemented only after significant delay. Moreover, they
were not in synch with the overall economic reform context of the country and were not harmonious
with its economic strategy. Still worse, the reforms in higher education commenced even later than those
in general education.
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GENERAL EDUCATION
The reforms in this sphere proceeded in two major orientations - structure and content. The initiatives
have been implemented with the support of two major World Bank programs - “Reforms in Education
Management and Financial Performance” and “Education Quality and Relevance.”
Three major initiatives of the fundamental structural reforms were announced to be the creation of independent legal status for educational units; establishment of new mechanisms of management and financing;
and improving management skills among executives. Within these initiatives school boards were created
to manage school operations.The financing of the schools was shifted towards a new system within which
schools began to earn state financing based on student enrollment levels.
The content reforms included the improvement of school curricula and of textbooks.The WB’s Education
Quality and Relevance Project has four major directions: the establishment of a new testing and assessment
center; improved access to and use of information technologies in the educational process; trainings of
teachers; and improvement of educational system management structure and its efficiency.
Since 2004 a new system of secondary education has been established in Armenia. Schools moved to a
new 12-year (instead of the former 10-year) system with an updated school program and curriculum. For
the purpose of increasing efficiency a separate institute of “high school” was created in Armenia and put
into operation in 2009.
A new concept of learning assessment was adopted in 2007. The National Curriculum and Assessment
System, including its component Assessment and Testing Center (ATC), was created to develop an evaluation system for education quality.
The newly established Center of Educational Technologies was aimed at the dissemination of ICT in Armenian schools. In the framework of this project significant progress was recorded. The ratio of computer/
student in schools increased from 1/270 to 1/30.The share of schools connected to Internet quickly grew
from 0% to 50%.
Another direction of the initiatives, promoting professional development of teachers, was implemented by
the branches of National Institute of Education as centers were set up throughout the country.
Several reform initiatives were also implemented in the spheres of special, pre-primary and elementary
vocational education. Laws and other legislative initiatives were adopted and implemented for the regulation of each of these directions.
In the recent study on the most prominent reform processes in school systems worldwide published by
McKinsey & Co., the Armenian general educational system was ranked “good” by its overall performance.
According to the study, Armenia has shown significant progress in a short period of time.1

HIGHER EDUCATION
The key strategic directions in Armenian higher education sector adopted by the Government in 2003were:
•

The increase of internal and external efficiencies of the system

•

The enhancement of the linkage with labor market

•

The ease of access for various social groups

•

Reforms in management and state financing

•

Integration into the European Higher Education Sphere

The new era of higher education in Armenia was associated with harmonious integration with the huge wave
of European educational reforms within the framework of Bologna process. The Law on Higher and Postgraduate Education adopted in 2004 was principally drafted upon the requirements of the Bologna process.
Armenia joined the Bologna process in 2005, and in the following year, the agenda for implementation
activities in this direction was adopted by the Government. Since 2005 the broad framework of activities
for the Bologna process have been implemented through several special-purpose organizations, inter1 “How the world’s most improved school systems keep getting better”, McKinsey&Company, 2010
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national donor organizations, state authorities, as well as European institutions. The major actors and
implementers of reforms in Armenia are RA Government, National Information Center for Academic
Recognition and Mobility (ArmEnic),Tempus educational program, the Open Society Institute Foundation
and the National Institute of Education.
Reforms in higher education have been implemented in all ten dimensions of the Bologna process. Major
achievements in Armenia have been noted in several directions, including the establishment of a comparable degree system, an educational model based on a 3-layer system (Bachelor, Master and PhD), as well a
recently introduced system of academic credits. Substantial progress has also been achieved in the mobility
of students and teaching staff. Several international programs ensure the flows and exchange of Armenian
students to and from foreign educational institutions. A recent major initiative was the creation by the
Government of Armenia of the Luys Foundation, a higher educational foundation to support students of
Armenian nationality to study in the most prestigious universities worldwide.
The chronology of major reforms in Armenia is summarized below:
Appendix Table 1-1.The Chronology of Major Reforms in Armenia
Primary and Secondary Education
1998
Commencement of transformational process
1998-2002 Fundamental structural reforms
- Independent legal status for educational units;
- Establishment of new mechanisms of management and financing;
- Improving management skills among executives
2003 The content reforms
present
- National Curriculum and Assessment System
- Educational Technologies in Schools
- Teacher Professional Development
- System Management and Efficiency
2006-2012 New school system (12-year)
2007
Education strategy paper 2008-2015 (not approved)
2010
Education strategy paper 2011-2015 (under discussions)
2008-2015 Pre-primary education strategy paper
Tertiary education
Legal framework
1991
Introduction of tuition fees
1991
Emergence of the first private institutions
1999
“Law on Education”
2000
“Licensing and Accreditation Service”, agency of the Ministry of Education and Science
2001
“Plan of development of education for 2001-2005”
2003
“Strategy of reforms of Tertiary education in Republic of Armenia”
2001
Law on the non-for profit public organizations
2004
“Law on Higher and Postgraduate Professional Education”
Creation of new tertiary education institutions as part of
intergovernmental agreements
1991
American University of Armenia
1999
Russian (Slavonic) - Armenian University
2000
French University in Armenia
2001
European Regional Institute of Information and Communication Technologies in Armenia
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Bologna Process
2005
2006
2005/2006
2006-2007
2006

2007

Joining the Bologna Process
Government decision on the Agenda for Bologna activities
Two-cycle Tertiary education system
Introduction of the diploma supplement
Establishment of the Armenian National Information Center for
Academic Recognition and Mobility, official representative of European Network
of Information Centers (ENIC)
Establishment of the Armenian National Center for Quality Assurance

GLOBAL WAVE – CURRENT TRENDS OF
DEVELOPMENT IN GLOBAL EDUCATIONAL ARENA
Globalization is a huge force influencing all economic and social aspects of life today.The sector of education,
in turn, has high inertia and responds slowly to the various societal pressures including socio-demographic,
economic, and political ones.The evolving global environment demands of “knowledge societies” worldwide
to adopt and face new realities.
The key drivers of change in the educational sector and the key trends in the sector are discussed below.
•

Economic globalization. Economic globalization has had several implications for Armenia’s labor force
market and higher education sector. While operating in open markets, local industries are finding
themselves suddenly competing with global companies. The new market rules in turn lead to new
requirements by local companies towards the education, knowledge and skills of the labor force.
On top of this dynamic, given the heightened international mobility of workforce, local companies
often suffer from the brain-drain phenomenon and have to compete with foreign companies to
attract talent.

•

Information revolution. In the era of globalization the flow of information is very much accelerated. It
is estimated that each year the existing volume of global information doubles. Furthermore, within
two decades, this doubling time may shorten to several weeks in duration. As a result of the world
information revolution, Armenia also has gained access to the pool of global information. Alternative sources and channels of information not only better inform the population about external
opportunities, but their presence as information channels poses the first serious questioning of
the hegemony of Soviet (and via inertia, post-Soviet) instruction.

•

Technologies and innovation.The emergence of new platforms of education content delivery creates
demand for a new generation of specialists for both the generation and consumption of advanced
technologies. In Armenia this global trend has fostered the proliferation of new specializations such
as information technologies.

TRENDS IN EDUCATION
•

Broad-based education.The shift from elite to mass education proved to be the major differentiation
between the traditional European model of education and new liberalized systems coming from
US. As a result of this major revolution, universities grew in size and number.

Within a decade, the world average tertiary enrollment level (the ratio of students enrolled in tertiary
institutions of a country to the population of the corresponding age) steadily increased from 18% to about
27%. In other words, the level of enrollment in higher education institutions grew by an average annual
rate of 4%. The progress is significantly greater than that seen in the primary and secondary education
sectors, which recorded 0.8% and 1.3% of average annual growth in the same period.
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Appendix Figure 1-8. World Gross Tertiary Enrolment Ratio, %, 1999-2008

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database (last accessed August 2010)

The highest enrollment levels in HEIs are observed in North America and Europe, with levels reaching
up to 70% of the population. Latin America and East Asia are the emerging markets for higher education
services with the most significant growth in the level of tertiary enrollment, at levels of 80%, while SubSaharan Africa levels increased by about 60% during the same decade (1999-2008).
Appendix Figure 1-9. Level of Tertiary Enrollment and its Growth by Regions, %, 2008

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database (last accessed August 2010)
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In terms of level of enrollment in tertiary educational system, Armenia is in a quite moderate position
among comparable countries.The number of students studying at Armenian higher educational institutions
is 3,500 per 100,000 Armenian inhabitants. Despite the modest level, there is reason for optimism as the
indicator is increasing rapidly, having jumped 80% compared to the 2000 level. Leaders in growth rates
of enrollment in tertiary education are Romania and Iran. Among the benchmarked countries, Russia and
Ukraine have the highest enrollment levels, while Georgia and Azerbaijan display quite low enrollment
levels and slow growth dynamics.
Appendix Figure 1-10. Level of Enrollment in Tertiary Education, Most Recent Data
Available

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database (last accessed August 2010)

•

Internationalization. The internalization of the educational sector is driven by the mobility
of institutions, students and teachers. Another positive sign is that the number of students getting
involved in foreign educational institutions has been increasing at a very rapid pace. Statistics show
that only during the period of 1999-2007 the total number of internationally “mobile” students
increased by 65%.
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Appendix Figure 1-11.Total Number of International Students Worldwide, 1999-2007

SOURCE: UNESCO Statistical Database (last accessed August 2010)

In the era of internationalization, education export is gaining importance as not just a unit recorded in
the trade balance of a country, but also in terms of the positioning afforded to the nation as a knowledge
and innovation storehouse.

• Changing student profile. In the context of advanced technologies and new techniques of

learning, various opportunities have been created for adult learning to take place. Thus, while the
recent increase in the number of students in developing countries has been mainly a function of
increased participation of young people, in developed economies the tendency has been driven by
an increased share of the elder population in the total enrollment.

• Alternative education methods. The open system of education and the advent of distance

learning methods powered by a variety of technologies – electronic and interactive - have led to a
promotion of mass education and broadening of the access to education. In addition, these alternative
methods have provided a certified environment for self-education and life-long learning, and have led
to a cost reduction in education and a boosting of internationalization of the educational process.

• Usage of new advanced technologies in educational process. ICT usage has become

part and parcel of education, not only as a tool for information management and communications
but also in a number of other application areas, such as presentation technologies, assessment and
examination processes, etc.

• Diversification. The unprecedented growth in the level of enrollment in higher educational

institutions during the previous century has led not only to expansion of the system but also to
the differentiation in the areas covered by the educational programs and in the formats of HEIs.
Universities are no longer traditional homogenous institutions but are diverse institutions subdivided
into a large number of various colleges and departments with narrow specializations.

• Revolutions in quality assurance systems. The rapidly increasing public and private
budgets and spending on educational services oblige the HEIs to become more accountable for
the quality of services offered.

In general, developments in the global educational sector are accelerating with a rapid pace of the emergence of new tendencies.
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